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PREFACE 
A STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM UNDER STUDY 
This is a study of the group of boy transients who came to the 
State B~lief Administration office in San Francisco between April, 
1936 and June, 1937 and requested that they be returned to their 
homes. The boys who did not wish to go home were not interviewed 
at this office, and no record was kept of those referred to other 
agencies. 
Information was also gathered from agencies in the.localities 
to which the boys were returned. Not all of the questionnaires sent 
out were :returned, so this group, on which more detailed information 
was secured, is much s~~ller. 
The group is not large. One hundred and thirty-seven were1ac-
tually placed on trains headed for home. Local agencies reported on 
ninety-one of these boys. The information gathered in San Francisco 
was limited to sufficient information to identify the boy in his 
home c,ommuni ty in order that an authorization for his return could be 
secured for him. 
'l'he writer was dependent upon the meager records of the San 
Francisco S.R.A.. and the kindness of workers in the agencies to which 
the questionnaires were sent. Most of the agencies in home communi-
ties completing the questionnaires reported generously, giving as 
much information as they could. Complete reports however were secured 
on only ninety-one of the one hundred and thirty-seven boys, or less 
than 67</o. 
The writer hc'tS attempted to discuss these boys' cases in relation 
to the boy transiency problem of the country as a whole and in com• 
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A BRIEF HIS'.rORY OF TRANSIENCY 
Tra.nsiency is about as old as civilization. Even when the nomadic 
tribes began to settle and form communities and towns, some individualst 
either of choice or necessity, continued to go from place to place to 
work. 
Throughout written history we find various peoples forced by wars 
or economic conditions to wander from place to place. These wanderers 
were the cause of many laws attempting to regulate them because, of 
course, they not only lived off the communities through w~ich they wander-
ed but they spread diseases. All of these laws were cruel in that· they 
were aimed only to protect those who belonged. The first sign of a hu-
mani tarian move was made in the reign of Je.mes I of England, when work 
houses wex-e established for vagrants. .A.t least some thought was given 
to the migrant himself.l 
Ever since the colonization o:f America there has been a large migra-· 
tory population in this country. Up until the last generation there was 
a general movement to the western states. Single men and boys, and whole 
families moved from the more settled areas to cheaper lands where they 
could better their economic position. This migration caused no IW:tjor 
problem however since much of the land was free, ga.me was plentiful, and 
railroad building and other construction work absorbed many of the 
unemployed.2 Industries were constantly expanding in this western area 
and much hand labor was needed on the farms. so that the homeless man 
1 Thomas Minahan. Boy and Girl Tramps of America, 222 






was seldom a problem to the community.l 
Even with this rapid growth of industries and the many con-
struction projects however there was a residue of migrants. Because of a 
long period of wandering, some men were unable to settle in one place. 
Some were unskilled workers who did not fit into the new mechanized system 
of production.2 These men became chronic 11 wanderers 11 , although they 
did fit into the .economic p~.ttern of the time, by 11 following the crops11 
or engaging in occupations which were very seasonal and which de-
manded a great amount of hand labor for only a f~w weeks of the year. 
As an example, certain men followed the wheat harvest. They would be-
gin in Oklahoma and Kansas early in June and would continue north to the. 
Dakotas and even to Oan.:.1.da, where the wheat ripens later. 
:SOY TRANSIENTS 
Among these men thoro was always a sma.ll percentag3 of boys~ 
Some of these boys, according to Anderson, had the 11 wanderlust1! and 
others 11 went on the road11 because of unsatisfactory home conditions.3 
"Thousands of boys moved by the wanderlust are eager 
to escape the monotony of a stable a.nd settled ex-
istence.114 
Some of these boys were enticed by sexual perverts among the older 
homeless men. A m<:m and boy traveling together in those days was not 
an uncommon sight. To avoid both suspicion and the approaches of older 
men, the boys generally travelled alone or with groups of boys their own 
age.5 
1 Ibid.~ 233 
2 Ne:ls" Anderson, The Hobo, 83 
3 !M.d. I 84 
4 Ibid., 85 
5 I~., 145 
i 
3 
Prior to the depression which followed the stock market· crash· in 
1929, very little attention was paid to these homeless men and boys. 
Although previous depressions generally brought an increase in the home-
less, however there seems to be no indications in the literature of the 
field that the problem of the homeless boy was acute. 
Since 1929 boy transiency has become a major problem. It has 
grown to proportions that cannot be ignored. In 1933 Minahan wrote, 
ii_ The child tramps of America differ in degree but not in 
kind from the wild boys of Russia and the free youth of 
Germany after the war, the child tramps of I ta.ly during 
the Austrian invasions a hundred years ago or the present 
band.s of Chinese boys turned pirate. Wherever the_re is 
social chaos there are homeless wanderers. And of these 
homeless wanderers a large n~L~ber in all times and all 
places will be boys, some will be girls."l _ · 
EF:ii'ECT 0]' DEPRbJSSION OF 1929 ON 'JlHANSIENCY 
Although the effect of the stock market crash was not wid.ely 
felt by 1930, jobs in certain areas were difficult to find. In marginal 
families where there were little or no savings men and boys left home 
thinking that in another comL1uni ty they would find employr.'lent ~ They 
found however, that each comrm.mi ty had its own employment problem and 
did not welcome transients who had no resources or who were -looking ~or 
work.2 · Public and private relief was strained to meet the growing needs. 
In most towns transients were allowed to stay only one night, if at 
all. Where standards or rules were more lenient, three nights was the limit. 
These men and boys were kept constantly on the raove and effectively pre-
1 Thomas Minehan, :!?._oy and Girl Tra_~s in America, 221 
2 ?. l'Hlery Reed, F'e<l_er:'l.l '11ransient Program: An :ctivaluA.tive _Survey, 17 
(May-July. 1934) 
' •. 
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vented from finding·jobs. They rapidly lost their morale, self-respect 
and physical health--and became hoboes and tramps.l The transient boy 
fared worse than the local homeless because each community was afraid of 
attracting more than its share of wanderers. It generally made a rule 
of no assistance to single men and boys who could not prove local 
residence.2 
More boys left home as things grew worse in their local communities. 
They did not know of the hardship that awaited them, or, if they did know, 
such Y~owledge did not deter them. Minehan wrote, 
11 The thin life which they led on the dole forced youths 
to leave home--they became migrants drifting from city 
to city in search of work, even ·for room and board. But 
work did not appear. Clothes soon wore out and their 
little reserve of cash hecame exhausted--they were no 
longer migrants looking for work but vagrants, dodging 
police, J.i ving in jungles, eating at missions, traveling 
in box cars. Soon a whole army of youths were on the 
road. 11 3 
By 1932 boy- transiency had reached large proportions. Federal and. 
state officials and. social agencies became more aware of it& In 1932 
the American Hailroad Association published figures for one hundred 
class I railroad companies giving the.number of arrests for misdemeanors 
on railroad property. In 1929 there were 86,83Barrests and. in 1932 
there were 145,219 arrests on these properties. .Accord.ing to this re-
port the arrests represented only a small fraction of the number of 
trespassers. It was duringl932 th:1.t the railroads gave up trying to 
keep trespassers off their property because,of the very magnitude 
1 Ibid., 14 
2 Ibid., 15 
3 Thomas Minehan, 11 Youth and. the DeJ:)ression11 , Social S_tE;,~~· XXVI, 












of the. problem. · The report also noted 11 a marked increase in casual ties 
involving the age group 14 to 2l.years old11 .l 
YARIOUS ES'riMATES Ol!, TH::!J UUMEER Q]' TRANSIENTS 
Other reports from individual railroads, especially those in the 
Southwest, showed an increase in the number of transients from 1929 on. 
The Missouri Pacific ]k~ilroad arrested 13,745 trespassers in 1928, 
23,892 in 1930, 186,028 in 1931 and 149,773 inl932.2 Between September 
1, 1931 and April 30, 1932, the Southern Pac.ific Railroad ejected 416,915 
persons from its property.3 Along the route of the Southern Pacific 
Railroad even the small towns reported two hundred transients pas.sing 
through each day during tho winter and spring of 1931 and 1932.4 
Belen, New Mexico; established a 11 beaneryl1 during the winter. For . 
three hours work, transients were allowed to sleep in an abandoned build-
ing and v:ere given coffee and beans. 'r'Wo thousand four hundred and 
eighty-three men were fed in the six month period from October,l9hl to March, 
1932, but most transients preferred the jungle along the railroad track.5 
In Yuma, ll"ew Mexico, 30,000 were fed in a soup kitchen in the. four 
and one-half month period prior to March 15, 1932. 6,000 or one fifth of 
these were less than 21 years old.6 Kansas City railroad men estimated 
that in the winter of 1932, 1,500 homeless persons arrived or passed 
1 A. Wayne McMillen, 11 £Hgrant Boys", Social Service Rev:iew, VII, 64-·84 
(March, 1933) _,......_ . . . 
2 John N. \iebb, "Transient Unemployed: A Description and Analysis of 
Transient Relief Population11 , !l_~se~ch lvlOf!.?Q:~E- III i'~.:P.A..:.. 
Division of Social Research, 15 (1935')" _ .. ______________ ' 
3 Ibid. ---- ' 
4 u.s. Children's :Bureau, 11 Transient :Boys11 , Twentieth Annual 
· the U.s. Children's Ilureau, 5-9 (Jun;:--1932}. 
5 Ibid. I 64-84 ·-----~-
6 Ibid., 16 
':. 
\ .·. 















. throwsh the yards every day on freight trains a.n,d that 20-25% of these 
were boys under 21 years of age. According to the estimate made by Grace 
Abbott, Chief of the u.s. Children's Bureau, at that time the minor 
transients made up 20-25% of the total number of migrants on the road.l A. 
Wayne McMillen estimated the total nti..mber as being more than 200,000 in the 
Southwest alone and t~t 25% of these were minors. According to Mr. 
McMillen these migrants were of a different character than the ordinary 
migrant. Police assured him that their depredation was ilvery smallii. 
Almost all carried valises and, 11 for the road11 , had high standards of 
personal cleanliness.2 According to John Webb, 
11 Social Workers, police, and railroad men, who are in 
constant touch with these transient boys, assert the 
belief that the overwhelming rnajoti ty would normally 
be at school or at work--and are on the road because 
there is 'nothing else to do1 -- ancl thc'l.t they are not 
on the whole habitual hoboes or criminals. 11 3 . 
1:-J'UMI3ER OF BOY TRANSIENTS 
It is difficult to arrive at a satisfactory estimate of the 
number of boys on the road at any given time. There is a wide dis-
agreement concerning the maximum number •. It is generally a.gr€('d however 
that the total number declined after 1934. 
Since the vast majority travelled by railroad, that is, in box 
cars, the numbexsgiven above by railroad men :l.s indlcative. Accord-
ing to a youthful migrant testifying be.fore a Congressional committee, 
1 . . .. . _r 
lbidti. 5.;..9 
2 Ibid. , 64-84 









transients were una.'ble to obta.in rides in automobiles except. in a few 
\Vell populated states.l To obtain automobile rides, the boys hr'ld to 
be presentably dressed, and after a few months of travel their clothes 
were not in sufficiently good condition~ 
Minehan estimated that there were 250,000 transient boys on the 
road in 1933.2 Another source estilllc'1.ted that 11 one out of twenty'' 
youths was 11 ·Nandering aimlessly'' around -the country;· that 1,250,000 
were. j,.n 11 breadlines and on th:e h1..ghvlays11 and tr~t more than r!.Cl:lf were 
young men 15 to 25 years of age.3 Nylander estimated that ·there were 
200,000 to 300,000 vagrant youths in 1932-33G This figure was based 
on data gathered in Los Angeles. 4 A censuS, by the New York Social Work· 
Publicity Council Committee on 11 Care of Transients and. Homeless 11 in. 
cooperation with social agencies in 765 cities and towns enumere.ted 201,596 
homeles~. On the hasi::> of this count it haB beenestinM?.ted thn:c the total 
homeless went as high as 1,000,000 to 1,250,000 persons~ If the percentage 
of 20-25 is correct then it can be assumed that between 200,000 to 
313,000 were minorso5 Later figures compiled by the li'ederal Transient 
:Bureau (1934) showed that the maximum number of minors registered was 
\ 
37,000 • .According to Dr .. Reed there was a tendency on the part of the 
youths to exaggerate· their ages since they feared that they would be returned 
to their own homes if it were known that they· were under 21 years· :Jf 
1 J.bid.' 17 
2 Th;~s Minehan, ;?o~~ Gi.rl r.rramps in America, 16 
3 Kingsley Davis, Youth in the Deoression; 18 _____ fl _______ .... ..:._. _____ ., 
4 Towne Nylander, 11 Wandering Youth11 , Sociolog;z,_~nd Social Research, 
XVII, 560-568 (July, 19~53) - ·------·--·--




age. This would render the figu.res iooccurate. Then too, many de-
pendent transient persons never received care from Federal bureaus, which 
were located only in large cities. Another factor which would have a 
bearing on this latter figure is that the F .E.R.A. provided more adequate 
assistance than was offered in the years prior to its inception in· 
1935 and this helped to reduce transiency. Dr. Reed concludes from 
the foregoing statement that the figures on youthful transiency be-
tween the two years (1~33 and 1934) are not inconsisten.t.l 0\;tland, 
who based his figures on the study made by Webb, n~kes an estimate of 
100,000 boys on the road at the p~ruc years of the depression.2 ·webb 
had estimated tllat on the basis of the Federal Transient Program 
statistics the total of all ages,: hath resident and transient homeless· 
11 never exceeded a half million11 ~3 He also pointed out. that many' 
youths went on the road only during the swumer. In 12 of. the 13 cities 
where figures were available the proportion of homeless under 20 years 
of a.ge was largest in the summer months. There was about a 5% differ-
ence between the winter and the summer months. 
Webb also points out tha.t the coincidence of school vace.Uons 
with the increase of boy transients seeking assistance was important. 
Many boys admitted that they were on the road because of a 11 desire to 
see the country" rather than because of any economic necessity. He 
suggests that nk"lny of these ·boys who ·normally worked during the summer 
months went .on the road rather than remain 1.nactive at home. 
1 Ibid .• , 20 
2-
George Outland, 11 Boy Tramps of the Road11 , Q.lear~p.j_?; House, XI, 
277-279 (January, 1937)' 














.ieb'b' s Lli;;m·es iwweve:r. v:ere obt::>.ined. ip 19~:14 after the J?ede~·~l ~~1·ansient 
Bureaus r.ere established and after ~'.E.R • .A.. g;ave home assistance. 
CATJSB OF TRANSI:!<)l!CY DURINI} 'l'F!! DEPRESSION 
ThA enormous increase in transiency during this period (1929-34) 
was, it apper.1.rs, largely caused by economic distress. Einehan, who ob-
tained case histories of 4:66 boy nno. girl transients, states that of 
this number, 387, or 831~ said that they lef.t home because of 11 hard 
times 11 .1 A study of the cases of 400 boys by the Boys' Welfare Depart-~ 
r:1nnt of Southern California in 1935 indicated· that from their own · 
stories 250 or 625b of these boys left home becA-use of economic reasons. 
A check tha-t was made with the welfare agencies in the boys' home 
communi ties revealed hovrever .that only 33% he,d left home for this 
reason. Concerning this divergence Outland remarks, "One wonrlers how 
nuch discordant home situation can be traced to accentuated. tension in-
c.uced by economic stress , 11 2 McMillen in his repor~· to the Children1 s 
Ilureau in 1932 stated tlY.'I.t 1!.the overvrheJ.rr.ine rroportion are motiva1;ed by 
the desire to seek employment or to esce,pe intolerable home cond.itions, 11 
produ.ced or accentuated by the depress:i.on.3 . The study·ma.cle 
supported the economic reason for transiency. He states, 
11 Thousand.s of ambitious youths, whose famil:tes are 
unable to continue them in school, and unable to 
find jobs ··- it is from this group th'lt many of 
the boys on the road come .u4 · · 
1 Thomas Minahan, f3oy and Girl Tra.mps in Arreric~- 20 
by Dr. · ReecJ. 
2 George E. Outland, 11 Causes of Boy Transiency11 , The -~~;nily, XVI; 
314-317 (Ji'ebruary, 1936) 
3 O.Q. c:l ~ .. 64--84 
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He also writes, 
11 The present stu.dy fou.nd much evidence that, popular 
opinion to the contrary, the gr~a.t majority of home-
less men of the great depression were willing to work 
and were interested in finding jobs. 11 1 
ORIGINS OF BOY TRANSIENTS 
10 
Transient boys had their origin in all states in the Union. It 
is tru.e that some areas contribu.ted more than others. Since the de-
pression was country wide in its extent, however, all areas were affected. 
Accord.ing to Webb the largest proportion of the u.nattached @ales come 
from the North Central States (Ohio,' Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, and 
Wisconsin). This area contributed between 19 and 21 percent of the 
total number. The middle .Atlantic States (New York,_ New Jersey, 
Pennsylvania) contri1mted the second largest number. Eighty percent 
of homeless men and boys carne from urban centers. More than 50~~ · 
came from cities with a population of 100,000 or more. Only 6.2 to 
7.6% came from farms and between 12.6% and 13.9% came from towns of 
2,500 or less population.2 George O~tland presents a study of 3~352 
boys, whose residence was verified, showing their origin. Texas 
contributed the most (12%) and only one hoy came from Vermont. 
The East Northern Central States was the section from which the most 
boys (23.6%) came. This section contributed (20.6%) of the total 
number. 3 
l Ibid., 29 
2,---
2£· cit., 15 
3 George E. Outland., 11 Determinants Involved in Boy 'l'ransiency11 , 
Journal o~_!~uc~~,l Sociology, XI, 360-372 (February, 1938) 










The following ta:bles by Mr. Outland indicat.e the origin of the 
boys studied and the ratio to the general population: 
Origin of Transient Boys by R~gions 
Contrasted with the Total Percentage of the Population 
Hegion No. of Boys Percent .5!!. BoyE_ Percent of_Po;eu~~tio~ 
New England 117 3.5 5.7 
Middle Atlantic · 442 13.2 21.4 
East North Central 789 23.6 20.6 
West North Central 412. 12.3 10.8 
South Atlantic 400 5.9 12.8 
East South Central 199 5.9 8.1 
West South Central 746 22.2 9.9 
Mountatn States 309 9.2 3.0 
Pacific States 125 3.7 2.0 
Miscellaneous 15 .4 ---3,352 99.9 94.3 
According to the author this same study tencled to confirra the 
fact that most boys come from urban centers. Urban districts con-
tributed 78.8% of the boys and 38~ hac. lived in dties of 100,000 or 
more population. The percentage of the total population living in 
cities of this size is only 28.6%. 1 
·california, Florida, Louisia.na, New Mexico, and Arizona were the 
states thr"J.t most tl·ansients boys favored, especially in the winter. 
11 Not to lliwe v:isi ted these states seems to have been . 
considered the·mark of a novice.n2 
.. 
Prior to the J'J1ederal Program anct especially at the beginning of 
the depression public sentiment towards the .tra.nsient was 11 savagely 
antagonistic". There was a general feeling that there were enough 
1 Qp. cit., 360-372 
2 li'. Ellery Reed, f'eO.:eral Trapsien~yro~~~.!.'l:.,_l!}_y~l_Uc.'ltive Survey, 
Mal:i!'UllJ_,l934, 27 




,jobs to go around and 11 '.i:rm t there was no excuse for be,oy;ing11 • 
Transients were considered to be 11 dangerous and worthless bums 11 • 
Except for prisoners there 11 v1as no group in American Life subjected 
to harsher treatment than the destitute transient11 .1 
Police hounded the transients for begging and for petty thefts •. 
They slept in jails. The missions, as in predepression days, cared 
for the transient men as well as their means allowed •. This was a 
meagre form of assistance, and transient boys as well as the men were 
forced to come to these missions for ~ssistance.2 Food was poor, in4 
adequate, and often revolting. Minehan, who actually lived with the 
groups he studie~, states that the soup was usually watery, the bread 
was stale and often sour and the:coffee was tasteless. The helpings 
were small and there we:ce few second helpings. The boy had to guard 
his meagre portion or.else some older and. ruthless transient would 
take it from him.3 
Many of these boys needed. food for growth. In add.ition they 
were Emd.uring cold. and had. to use their muscles for physical ex-· 
ertion. Lack of ad.equate food rna.cle their life more painful. 4 
In the 11 jungles 11 the boys often fared. better. than in the rnissiom and. 
in the social agencies. They usually travelled. in gangs of six to 
twelve. They would pool the food which they obtained. from. begging 
or stealing or which they earned. .This gave them a variety. Some 
was. cooked welL 
1 . Ibid., 13 
2 Ibid. •. 
3 Thomas Minehan, Bo,y_ and Girl Tre.rnps of .America, 74 
4 I' 'd 96 --EL·, 
. 
· 11 At other jungle meals I hc'1Ve eaten potatoes burned to 
a cinder, coffee full of sand, ants--and boiled fish 
that tasted something. inexpressibly evil A.nd diseased. 11 1 
13 
During the summer or whenever it was warm enough, the boys slept 
out of doors, in box cars or in rude shelters in the jungles. ·As the 
weather became cooler they would have to go to the missions where they 
would have to sleep on the floor, or on a bench or table. These were· 
crowded in cold weather and often evil smelling.2 One boy testify-
ing before a Ser~te committee said that in a strange town the police 
"will tell you where there is a mission or a flop house --- if you can-
not get a c9t you CD.n sleep on the floor". 3 Jails were open in some 
:communi ties. Here they had to sleep on steel or concrete floors. 
Comnru.nities did not feel obligated to assist the transients. Most 
of them gave the 11 24 hour treatment" and passed them on. One poOl' 
official snid in 1933~ 
"We intend to have a heart and be huraane plus, but we 
intend to encourage these people to pass us by: .· As 
you see they are sheltered in the jail.u4 · 
Some few cities in the winter of 1930-31 made more adequate provis~ons 
for the transient and homeless, especially for adolescent boys. St. 
Louis placed some in private boarding homes pending the .Agency's in-
vestiga.tion prior .to returning them to their paren·&s or relatives. 
Oklahoma City gave transients two night's shelter and two meals a day 
without a work test. Decatur, Illinois provided beds for one night 
96-111 
~ •• 17 
4 Gertrude Springer, 
. (June, 1933) 
11 Step Children of H.elief11 , ~urvey, J,XIX, 212-213 






.only and breakfast. This city also separated chronic va(r.abond.s from 
boys. Seattle, Chicago, Cleveland, Minneapolis, St. Louis and 
· Oklahoma City 11 assumed the same responsibility for --- non-residents 
as for local men11 • Personal need was considered and there was a work 
test. A number of larger cities provided beds for transients in re-
modeled warehouses~ or in other unus·.ed·. buildings, but there generally 
wa~ a two·or three night limit.l .. 
However most social agencies had no funds either to keep the boys 
while they were verifying their residence or to send them home. Many 
of them were forced because of this lack to "pass them on" after one 
night's care.2 
F.E.R.A. TRANSIENCY PROGRAM 
Finally in June, 1933, Congress provided funds for the establish~ 
ment of a progra .. m of care for transient persons. The aims of this 
program were 11 to protect society from vagrancy and crime 11 to provide 
constructive and educational experience for the younger and more hope-
ful members of the transient group, to make themuseful citizens in-
stead of vagrants as was 11 typical of the older transients undet! the 
old system of neglect 11 , to relieve the labor·market of .the competition 
of a group of young people still in the period of growth and education; 
to help to distribute and read,just the element of the population 
11 shaken a.drift from its na.ti ve environment by the rapid and in many 
cases cataclysmic changes due to the depression11 , to stop almles·s. 
l U.S. Children's :Bureau, 11 1J.1ransient :Boys, 11 Twe~tieth Annual Re12ort 
of the !J •. ~..: Children 1 s ]urea:}.• 5-9 {June, 1932) 
2 Ibid. 




wandering and to re-establish normal economic social and home ties of 
the transient .1 
'•!' '. 
A survey- of the Ji'ederal '.rransient Program was made under the 
direction of Dr. 1!'. Ellery Reed in May, June and July of 1934. This 
was done under the auspices of the New York Committee on the care of 
Transient and Homeless. By that time 270 transient centers bad been 
established. This included 64 shelters and 189 camps~ The survey 
v:as made of 62 of these centers located in every section of the 
country.2 
According to the report made by Dr. Reed, the camps nsupplied 
healthful environment and useful public work for the younger and more 
., 
j", .. 
capable transients --- and were usually built by the transients them·-
,:: 
selves 11 • Camps were planned for the boys and younger, meri.1. but the more 
vigorous and a'ble bod.ied o:f this group preferred to remain in city 
. ::., 
shelters and look :for jobs.3 
These city shelters were usually on the fringe of the business 
sect ion, near poor tenement rooming houses or r~:dlroad yards. Some 
·shelters were on the edge or in the 11 red light11 district where 
there was easy access to prostitution, bootlegging and gambling • 
. ·, 
M0 st of the shelters ha.d formerly been warehouses or factories. 4 
However in a few places the accommodations were in good locations 
1 ll'. Ellery Reed, Federal Transient Pror;ram: An lilva.lu;q,ti.ve Surve.x, 




and in better buildings. In Chicago one boy's shelter had fprmerly 
been used as a Mission training school, and had large dormitory space. · 
In Memphis the transients were sheltered in two modern garage build-
ings. In Nashville two old brick houses which were show places 
in a past generation, and had spacious grounds were used.l 
Nearly all 'Shelters were provided with hot water, showers, baths, 
and soap and towels. Some of the transient. centers placed boys under 
21 in loclgin_,g houses or in the Y.M.C.A. d.o:rmitories. Lodging houses 
were found unsatisfactory because of the lack of supervision and of 
recreation facilities; the Y.M.O.A. ;as more satisfactory.2 
l~ttresses, sheets, pillows and cases, and blankets were found 
in all of the shelters. There were.no vermin in the dormitories, and· 
fair standards of cleanliness were maintained.3 According to the 
survey good order and discipHne was genel'ally in evidence but there 
was no approach to military discipline. Policing was by unarmed 
guards selected from the transients. 4 · 
In some centers a degree of self-government was developed by the 
men to maintain order and morale. In Phoeni·x • .A.rizon.:'l. the men were 
organized into companies e,ccording to age.. They elected their own 
captains and sergeants. The captain met with the camp administration 
every day to d:lscuss their current problems. In the Nashville center 
bhe boys elected their own police officers, who were in turn commissioned 
by the local police department to enforce the laws applying to the 
· 1 Ibi<!_. • 54 
2 ~·· 63 
3 )b:hA.' 57 









transient. The boys held their own court where they tried infractions 
of discipline.l Often, according to the director, the punishment 
that the boys would order was more severe than he would have given. 
According to Dr. Reed1 s report the greatest change made by the 
Federal Transient Program was in the matter of food. 
11 Almost without exception, the food. served by the transient 
bureans was abundant, both in quality and variety. 11 2 
The meals were 11 fairly well balanced11 and the handling was 11 scrupu-
lously clean11 • Transients were given, with some exceptions, three meals 
There were administrative difficulties in providing clothing. 
Prior to the Federal program the boys were often forced to steal or 
beg clothing. Local agencies ~8ldom extended this type of assistance.4 
At the beginnin.g of the Federal program :l t was found inadvisable to 
give the men clothing, as some of them would sell it so that they could. 
buy liquor. Som8 bureaus issued clothing only after the m...<tn or boy bad 
been in the shelter for a week or more. In Madison, Wisconsin, the 
transient vtas allowed to accumulate credit for clothing at the rate of 
thirty cents an hour for overtime work. At the boys 1 camps a more 
liberal policy was followed, and the. boys were issued work clothing on 
arriw.1.1.5 
Medical treatment was made available for chronicand immediate 
illnesses, but from a preventive and corrective po:i.nt of view ·~here 
was a deficiency, according to Dr. Reed's report.6 
1 llil· t 38 4 Ibid., 15 
2 l(J_id •• 15 5 !bit!_ •• 68-69 
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Recreational facilities were inadequn.te. Equipment ·uas extreme;. 
ly limited, but some active. recreational lee.ders managed to provide 
equipment for minstrel and dramatic productions, baseball, pingpong 
and quoit tournaments. There was, in general, an unbalanced program 
in most of the camps. Libraries in some cities loaned books to the 
centers. Occasionally a movie was provided. Some shelters mimeo-
- graphed newspapers which became a great source of pride to the men. 
In all of the shelters. there was a shortage of tobacco. Dr. Reed. 
found that the recreation rooms were generally used for playing cards, 
swa.pping stories, sleeping, and reading old magazines and newspapers .1 
The education program in most of the Federal centers were 11 ex-
tremely meagre11• A few ha~ succElss.ful programs which were adapted to 
the needs, interests, and backgroun<ls of the boys. Some placed the 
boys in the local public school.. In Texas a few were enrolled at the 
University of Texas •. In a few instances·trade schools were established. 
Some centers apprenticed youths to skilled tradesmen. Some gave 
courses in lang;uages, agriculture, journalism, business and music under 
tmleadership of transient instructors.2 
In summarizing his report Dr. Reed stated that the :Federal tran-
sient program was, 
1 
11 0ne of the greatest and most significant achievements in 
the field of social work in recent years. r.rhe elementary 
physical needs of life were being fairly well met and the 
o!d process of ~~~ssing on1 of transients after a day or 
two in cars had been discontinued .• 11 3, 
Ibid.' 81, 57 
2 Ibid .. 84 






He mc'\d.e the follO\\'ing recommendations: 
1. The problems of youth in home comnninities should be off-
set by increased educationa.l, vocation.:-'tl and life guidance, 
and recreational and culturai activities should be planned 
to meet youths' needs. 
2. Preventative and rehabilitation programs should be framed 
for the youthful unemployed. . 
3. State and local authorities shou~d be reminded of the 
effect of inadequate relief on family solidarity, 
emphasizing the possibilities of older children taking 
to the road to escape intolerable.,:,!."HJ.OU~:<H~ic. conditions 
at home. 
4. Improved P':'-blic employment services for migra.tory workers. 
5. Transient service adequate to decrease need for further· 
wandering and attractive enough to counteract the lure 
of the open road.l 
FOIJLOWING THE FEDERAL TRANSI:EHT PROGRAM 
The ]1ederal Transient Program was liquidated on September 30, 
1935. There was pressure on Congress to cut relief expenditures and 
transients were the first to suffer. The problem was turned over to the 
states and local municipalities. Generally speaking, these jurisdictions 
were unable to meet the problem~ 
.According to Margaret C. Bristol; who :reviewed repor·~s of 
January, 1936, wheri the Federal Program was abandoned, there was a 
11 lack of any constructive planning (for. t:r~nsient.s) on the 
part of private agencies as their budgets for the year were 
ma.de up before Washington decided to withdraw funds~ 11 
She quoted M. H~ Lewis as reporting, 
11 Jungle and shack tovms have reappeared and are increasing 
daily.---- Many men sleep in box cars -- others under bridges 
and in cattle pens. 11 
J. Ibid.~ 93 
! . 
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A rapid survey of Miami, Florida, in January, 1936, showed. that ?5 
percent of transients were boys from 16 to 19 years old. There were 
also many women and girls. Miami gave a night's shelter but no food. 
Transients were taken to the county line in trucks.l 
Another study published in January, 1936 indicated chaotic con-
ditions in Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland, St. Louis and.Cincinnati. 
Care of the transient unemployed was "characterized by no state;,.wide 
planning, by temporary and makeshift policies, by inadequate funds 
and by legal restrictions". Furthermore there was 11 a certain definite, 
though subtle" community attitude which put technical resp~msi bility 
for relief before the interest of the individuals.2 
Los .Angeles, Califo1·nia, was barring moneyless transients at the 
state borders.3 The right of Los Angeles police to do this was later 
refused in the courts. During the Fecleral Transient Program, 400 boys 
a month entered Los Angeles County and 11 the tide still moves west11 .4 
There was a sudden increase in petty thefts and panhandling in 
small towns. 'rhere were more applications for shelter at police 
stations. New jungles sprang up in localities all across the country.5 
It is not difficult to see th~t thousands o:f youths were forced·. 
back to a life of aimless wandering. Few estimates of the number are. 
1 Margaret C .. Bristol. 11 Transients. in Recent Reports II, Social Service 
Review_, X, 3ll·G353 (June, 1936) 
2 Public We}far~News, "Study in Middle West A.P.W.A. 1! IV, 1-12 (Jan. 1936) 
3 ~1he Surve;;r, 11 Transients 11 , LXXII, III (:E'ebruary, 1936) 
4 Ibid. 
5 Ruth A. Lernigo, 11 0n Every Town1 s Doorstep11 , Survey:_q,raphi£• Y..XV, 







availa1Jle, although Minehan, in November, 19:56, placed the number at· 
11 approxirnate1y 25,00011 , enough, he said, 11 still to constitute a part. 
of the transient problem. 11 Improved economic conditions, Civilian 
Conservation Corps CamiS and the National Xouth Administration, he 
stated, v;ere responsible for the reduction from an estimated 250,000 
in 1933.1 
A National Youth Administration report states that in .May, 1935, 
four special relief pr~grams for youth provided for 594,000.2 This 
·did not take into consideration the youths who shared in local re-
lief, either work or direct relief or those receiving relief as· IJ<.'I.rt 
of a family group. At that time 270,000· were in Civilian Conservation 
Corps Camps •. ~nother 100,000 were'receiving educational aid. Rural 
reh8.bili ta tion provided. for 170,000 and transient relief for 54,000. 
Of the latter 13,000 received assistance aH part of a. family group 
and 41,000 as unattached youths~ .!\;Her the transient program was 
abano.oned, there is some ind.ication that a number of youths v:mre transferred 
to the Work Progress Administration which began in. the Fall of 1935.3 
More adequ.ate relief in many communities kept more youths at home. 
S'\._l.l'_Y_e][, for F~bruary, 1936, carries a report from the State of Washington 
of a study of 156 cases of transients aged 12 to 28 who were returned 
to their legal residences in 36 states, although 70 percent left home. 
to go to school on to jobs.4 
1 'l1homas Minehan, "Boy and Girl Tramps 'on the Road11 , qlearing Hous_!3.• 
XI, 1~~6-139 (November, 1936) · -
2 Division of Social Research, 11 Youth on Relief, W.Po.A.. 11 Natiork1.l Youth 
Administration, -wrJ.shinl:;ton, D.C. (February, 1936) 
3 After Five Years, (N.Y. Committee on Care of Transients and. Homeless), 
10TI~ 
4 11 Vii:>.shington Study of 156 Transients", Survey, LXXII. 120 (:b,eb., 1936) · 
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In 1937 the Committee on the Care of Tra.nsients and Homeless made 
the statement that the transient problem was still unsolved. The com-
mittee stated that although W.P.A. was to accept transients if local 
authorities would enroll them and that the CCC was to accept youths 
who could make the desigMted allotment, with few exceptions prefer-
ence was given the 11 home town11 boys.l 
In January, 1937, forty-five states were represented at a council 
of state governments at Washington to consider the continuing transient 
problem. The council recommended ag:;-eements between the states and 
Congressional appropriation for grants to states for the care of tran-
~ients. The Federal government failed to act on this measure and very 
little was accomplished.. New ~ork, Pennsylvania and New Jersey were 
the only states which made i~'terstate agreeme~ts.2 
Although boy transiency still exists, it is not so large a.s in 
previous years. Last year in discussing the youth problem in relation 
to unemployment, John Chamberlain referred to it back in 1933 ---- 11 we 
had a boy and gil•l tramp problem11 and also 11 things are better ·now "·---
even for young people----COO and NYA have thrown life lines . 
to the more desperate cases and what with FERA, ·YfPA, AAA, 
and social security homes have ceased.to break up. 11 3 
In the past two or three years there. has been little discussion 
of the boy transiency problem in literature. There are a number 
of articles on transients in general but few t}.'l ... at deal wHh the 
l Ibid. 
2 jbi~. 
3 John Ch:'tmberlain, 11 0ur Jobless Youth1! Surve;y-_Q~, XXVIII, 
578-582 (October; 1939) 
[. 
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unattached. hoy on the road. There can be little doubt that the 
problem iS_ not as great nor as acute a·s it was during the early years 
of the de~ression. However it is still a proble~and few local 






HIS'rORY 0:&' PHOGBAM FOR. TRANSIENTS BOYS IN CALU'ORHIA 
Not much material is available regarding· the program for Tran-
sient :Bloys in California prior to the depression period which began 
in 1929. 
On July 26, 1933, Harry L. Hopkins, l!~edera1 Emergency Relief Ad-
ministrator, announced that provision had been made by FERA·for a 
national transient program. Prior to that time the problem of pro-
~ .. 
viding assistance for all types of non-residents in California was 
a major one, and all agencies,· private and public, were greatly over-
taxed in trying to meet the situation. It was estimated that there 
were from 100;000 to 300,000 non~residents in O?li~ornia who were in 
need of assistan~e.l 
Men and boys slept in missions or they congregated in jungle camps. 
Some were housed in jails. Others slept in parks. Families establish-
ed shanty towns and ~~keshift camps on the outskirts of cities. Any 
contact with the authorities resulted either in arrest or an order'to 
11 rnove on11 • 
Plans were submitted to ll'EltA and the program was started late in 
August, 1933.2 The program for men and. boys was at. first mostly con-
1, 
fined to mass care. Congregate shelters were established in eight 
centers throughout the state. A few 'cmonths later eight more were es-
tablished. By January 1, 1934, there were 25 centra.l intake bureaus, 
1 11 California Trl3.nsient Service~ Progress and Method of Approach11 , 
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35 Federal or contract shelters, and 19 worlr. camps in operation. Ca.mp care 
increased and city shelters were gradually closed so that by March 1, 
193.5 only 10 city shelters were .. open and the m.t.mber of camps had in-
creased to 57.1 
There was a separate program for boys. · Separate camps were es-
tablished for the non-resident boys, and medical and educational ser-
vices were provid.ed at these camps. Vocational training was also 
given and work projects were established.2 Case work services were 
provided through the Transient Family.Bureau. This service was at 
ftrst principally for the boy who was unsuited f'or camp life or who 
presented other problems needing individualized treatment$3 
11 The impression should. not be gained that this service 
is available only to the abnormal, the subnormal or the 
eccentric individual. Although first developed for 
special case treatment, the scope of individual service 
has been ex·tencled until every cli.ent feels a personal 
touch in his work, his studies, his recreation and even· 
his relationship with superiors. 11 4 
Two plans were considered for the boy. One was· to return him to 
his place of legal residence or absorb him into. the local communi t~.5 
For the boy who wished to return to his residence the transient 
division made funds available. The boy could work in camp and earn· 
his transportat:ton.if he wishedo Coercion w~s never used to force 
persons to re'ttt.rn home. 5 Although transient service felt that it was 
1 !bid., 17 
2 !bi~.' 107 
3 !EM:.·' 85 
4 Ibicl. 
5. Ibid., lo'4 
6 . Ibid., . 88 
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easier to reba.bilitate the boy where there were friends and relatives. 
1. 
11 If, howeve·r, ilis hone is broken, discordant or 
baily disorga.nized then there is much to be said 
in favor of permitting him to remain here. 11 1 
In June, 1937, the Transient Service r;1ade a survey of 255 boys, 
five months after they hc"tq. been returned to their le:;A..l residences. 
'rhey sent out 255 letters to the agency at the bo;rs 1 residences. 165 
:answers were received.. 67 boys of the 165 (or 40%) were working or 
'in school. 25~~ were ~r.'lployed in full. tim'a jobs. 130 (or 78%) of the 165 
boys were still in their loc~l community.2 
George Outland also made a study of boys sent home from Southern 
California by the Federal Transien-t Service.3 He selectecl several 
. hundred cases at ranil.oru out of 807 boys returned from February to 
. July, 1934. There was a fiye month period bebveen the time the boy 
'was sent home e.nd the time of. sendine; the questionnaire. · He recei vecl 251 
usable replies. Out of the 251 boys only three failed. to arrive at 
home. At the time of the study only 43 or a.pproxlmately 25~& were on 
the road. · Of those not on the roe.d. 143 were living n.t home, 23 were 
living with friends or relatives, 28 were in CCC, 2 were in jail and 
19 were definitely loc~ted elsewhere. 
' l 
j 
! 1 Ibid.' 105 
2 Ibid. 
i 
3 George Outland, 11 Should TrRnsient :Boys he sent Home? 11 Social 




Of. those who were not on the· road of this same group fifty v:ere 
v;orking full time, twenty-eight were working part time, twenty-eight in 
COC, twenty-three w.ere attending school a.nd seventy-six were not occupied. 
It was Outland's conclusion that the policy of sending boys back 
to their lo0al commun.i.tie.~ was justified but only after the facts about 
the home comiirunity.and the boy were assembled. 
The boy who wished to remain in California could be absorbed in 
the local community by: 
11 a. Placement in a local family 
b. securing permanent employment 
c. obtaining an educational scholarship 
d. enlisting in the service of the ,Army or Navy or 
Marine Corps or, 
e. acceptance by th~ ccc.nl 
There are no figures available to determine how many boys re-
mained in the local community. We do not know how av-a.i.lable these 
resources were for the boys or to what extent they were utilized. 
The Federal Transient Service continued until September 30, 1935, 
when it was o;..~dered to be liquidated.2 This order found the state 
ano. local communi ties without funds to care for the transient popula-
tion. The poor law of California prohibited the county supervisors. 
from givine anything but.emergency aid to th6se who had not ful-
filled the three year residence law. 
The local officials were governed oy the following residence 
law:3 
Sec. 1 Every county and. every city and county shall 
1 ~·· 104 
2 California State Emergency Relief Administration, Bu])e!!E.,1r45, 
(Sept. 12, 1935) 
3 Statut~~-Q1 __ Q§.liforrup., Oh. DCOLXL (1933) 
:\ 
~' 
aid and 1'elieve all. able bodied indigent persoDs 
and those indigent incapacitated by age, disea~e, 
or accident, when such indigent persons are 
residents of the county and are not supported and 
relieved by their relatives or friends or by 
·public or private institutions----------
S8 c. lOa Subject to the provision of this chapter a 
person, in order to be entitled to aid must be a 
resident of' the state of California and of the 
county wherein application is made--------· 
4 A person shall be deemed a resident of the State 
of California within the meaning of this act: 
A. Who shall have lived continuously in the 
State for a period of 3 years with the 
intent to make it his home---------
B. Every county or city and county may give 
such emergency relief to dependent non-
residents as the respective boards of 
supervisd:!on·may deem necessarya 
C. A county may incur all necessary expense in 
transporting a non-resident indigent to 
··.·za 
·another state o;:· count;y- when information at 
hand reRso:r..a.bly tends to show tha.t such per-
son has legal :residence in such state or 
county unless other funds are available for 
such purpose. 
Naturally ti:1is law limited the scope of the work and placed :.the 
program for transients in a poor position; funds to meet a large problem 
were not available. During the period from December 16, 1935 to January 
26, 1936, 55,121 men and boys were given relief by 124 public and pri-
vate agencies in 19 California ci ties.l rrhis does not mean that the 
average load during this period reached this figure, or tl:v'lt the as-
sistance given was in anyway adequate. Much of it consisted o:f shelter 
care given by jails and missions. ~ost of the agencies reporting were 
1 California State Emergencz R8 liet.J..c1minist!ation: Division of....§.recial:_ 




·even unable to give the age classification. 
In October .1935 the S .E.R.A. ordered all :it-s' intake officers >to 
receive applications from all transients. All were to be returned 
to their legal residences. Families, women and boys (16 to 21 years 
inclusive) W.)\Jld be the responsibility .of the St:-t.te Emergency Relief 
Administration according to this order. It was stipulated that 
funds were to be extended on a 11 case work basis11 • Those transients 
who were on relief before September 20, 1935 would be cared. for 
under ear:~marked Federal funds.l 
.. 
In a bulletin issued November 30, 1935 it was ordered tl~t 
·"Transportation should be provided for return to 
legal residence after verification except in the 
case of the hc'Lbi tual transient boy or the boy. who 
has previously been returned to his legal residence. 11 2 
Another bulletin was issued December 1•.1:, 1935 regarding un·· 
attached a:ble-bodied transient :rien. 3 These were to be o.enied as·~ 
sistance. It was explained however. thc'Lt CCC was available for men 
J.8 to 28 and thg,t 11every effort should be made to take advantage of 
th~se resources". 
THIS STUDY STARTED UNDER '.rHJTISE REGUI.ATIONS 
These bulletins are essentially the orclers under which the ser-
vice to transient boys wasadministered during the time of this study. 
The main thing was to see that the boys were returned to their legal 
l California State Emergency Relief .Administration, Bulleti~ff5.2, 
(October 17, 1935) · 
2 California State Emergency Relief .Administration, Bu~tin 7"f5.2_ 
(November 30, 19::$5) 
3 California State lGmergency Relief .Administration, ~lin #•5_9a 














·residence. Little stress was placed upon case work standards in the 
San Francisco office, where data for this study was secured, and the 
amount of c.1.se work-depended upon the.workand the time available. 
During some mqnths of the year the intake interviewer could spend 
only about 15 minutes per case. This allowed only enough time to· 
fill in face sheet information and to secure data to'identify the boy 
in his home community. The interviewer sent this information to the 
agency in the boy1 s local community and asked for verification of 
residenc~. After the intake interview, the boy was given an emergency 
order for a room a.nd an order for meals or food.for a week. There 
were a number of hotels that would accep~ this order. These were little 
. more than 11 flop houses1! and many of them .housed practitioners of all . 
types· of vice and crimeo 
The boys were. gi v-on 32' cents a day for food. This was in .the 
form of an emergency order and could be used at a restaurant or could 
be used to purcr~..:1.se food. to be prepared by the boys. Many of the boys 
found this amount· insufficient and used. up the week1 s order in a few 
days. Some of them attempted to panhandle money, and some had to de-
pend upon the generosity of the older men in the hotel. A few ob-
tained odd jobs. In any case the amount given for food was inadequ.ate. 
Clothing was provided from the Vf .P • .A. sewine room. The worker 
ha.dno limitation on the amount of clothing to be extended. The 
amount ,given was limited by need and by what was availableo Shoes 
were given in instances where there was a need, and these were pur-
chased by issuing an emergency order. 
., 
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Medical attention was provided whenever it was necess.~.ry, The 
boy was sent to the Central Medical Bureau, where he was treated or 
referred to one of the city's clinics.l 
After the intake interview the boy was told to return in two or 
· three days to see the case worker. Two workers were assigned to this 
work. One gave ~11 of her t.ime to this and the other worker made a.r-
rartgements for transportation to the place of legal residence. Both 
workers had a comparatively large case load, and the turnover was ex-
tremely rapid. On mc~ny days during the winter months each of these 
workers would get from 10 to 15 new cases.· With such large case loads 
it was impossible to do a great deal of constructive work. When the . 
boy came up for his first interview with the worker, she would check 
the information obtained by the inta.ke interviewer regarding residence 
and tell the boy when to coma in for his next order. If autho:riZc'ition 
for the boy1 s return was not received with.in the week, another order 
was given. Sometimes the boy stayed until he could be returned, but 
in many instances he went on. 
When authorization was rec.ei ved for return to the local community, 
transportation waP.> provided. The boy was given a food o:t·der which 
would allow him 75¢ a day for each day he was on the train. He could 
not use this ord.er to buy meals on the train but would have to make 
a lunch to last him for the time he would. travel. One can imagine 
what the boy did. who h.-'ld to go to Connecticut or Vermont. 
No provision was made to interest the agency in the local domrm.mity 
to,work with the boy after he had been returned to his home. In most 
1 A. K.-'J-hn, 11 The Central 1.1ed.ical Bureau of San l!,rancisco, Cn.lifornia11 : 






instances the agency was not notified. that the boy had been sent home. 
Beginning in 1938 the SRA at San Francisco did send a letter to the ·local 
aeency notifying it of the boy's return and. indicating certain problems. 
peculiar to the boy1 s transiency. The local agency was asked to assist 
in the treatment of these problems. 
During the period covered. by this study there was no regular re-
ferral to the St.a.te Employment :Bureau. Later on, this was started. 
Provision was made for. interviews by the vocationa.l guidance depar.t-
ment of the Sta~e Employment :Bureau •. This department was one of the 
few in California at the time, and it was exceptionally well staffed. 
Later on, when it appeared tha·t a particular boy could profit by such 
counseling and when it. was felt ~ha't some time would elapse before 
authorization for return would be received., the boy would be referred 
for this service. Recreation for the boys during their stay in San 
]i'rancisco was not available. 
. . r· 
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CHAPTER III 
SOME OTHl~R FAC'rORS CAUSING BOY TRANSIENCY 
Most writers on youthful transiency believe that the economic 
factor is the chief reason for leaving home, but they do concede 
that there e.re other forces at work. Most of the evidence for this belief 
is seen in the high increase in numbers of boy transients during a 
time of economic stress. Most writers feel no matter what the 
secondary factors are, the primary factor is an economic one. 
Thomas Minahan in a period of two years during the worst of the 
depression obtained case histor~es of 466 boys and girls while travel-
ing with them on the road.l He believes that, becauf.le of lts inforll1llli ty, 
the method he usecl in obtaining information was more valid than that use(l. 
b;t f:1. worker in a social agency. Of the 466 reported on, 387, or eo%, 
stUd that 11 hard tirnes1i had led them to leave home& 
Minahan used economic stress as a wajor classification and did 
not subclivide it. George E. Outland, on the other hand after breaking 
down figures obtained in another survey, came to the conclusion that, 
although economic necessity was the di~ect reason for transiency in 62% 
of the cases, 11 home situa.tions11 were resnonsible in another 20'j6 of the 
2 cases. 
Ol~tland checked the bo~s 1 statemen·ts with social agencies in 
places of their origin and found th."l.t only 33% left home because of 
economic factors 'and tha.t 34% left home because of unfavorable home 
1 Thomas Mineha.n, &2.l. a.nd,2irl~l_!P~~.A~eric~, 48 
2 George Outland and H. M .. Eads 11 Causes of Boy Transiency', r.rhe 
Familz, XVI, 314-16 (FebrUa.ry, 1936) · 
~· 
' M 
. conditions.l Outland v.'rites, 
11 0ne wonders how much this discordant home situation 
can be traced to accentuated tension induced by 
economic strain. The more progress made in the sur-
\ . . 
vey, the more comes the realization that the economic 
situation, while it may be basic ---- cannot be given 
the entire blame.n2 · 
The 11 broken home11 or "unfavorable home sitUa.tion11 is the second 
most important cause for boy transiency given in all studies. 
Lovejoy w~ote in 1933, 3 
11 The boy who witnesses increasing poverty and himger 
in his home leaves either for emot:l.ona.l release or 
in the hope of finding aid to send back. 11 . 
Nylander's studies led him to believe that the reasons youths left 
home were: 
1. School failure and no jobs available, leaving them 
nothing to do with their restless energy. 
2. D~nresoion and broken homes. 
3. Breakdown of religious j_nsti tutions and moral cod.es 
which might have held the boy as part of the community. 
He also found that character b~ilding programs and school activities were 
curtailed in most places because of the depression. 4 Although ad-' 
mi tting other reasons for lJoy transiency, he ties each reason to the· 
economic factoro 




11 Most boys leave home for a tangled web of reo,sons, rare':" 
1y understood by -g.s, or by them either, and mostly spun. 
out of their own imm9,turity. They do not know how to 
make the best out of a bad personal situation •••• and so 
r:: 
they run away from it. 11 n 
3 Owen R. Love.joy, 11 Uncle Sam1 s Rum.way Boys 11 , Survey, LXIX, 99.,..101 . 
. (l_,iarch, 1933) 
4 'l1owne U;>::lo,nder, 11 '1/anclerinc; Youth11 , Socibloe:;y anc'l.. Social Research, 
. Xvii, 560-B (July, 1933) . ----·-------
5 Gertrude Springer, 11 Send 1 l~m Back Ho::1e 11 , Su!:.Y.~· LXXI, 364 (Deco • 1934) 
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The boys, in giving reasons for leaving home, no doubt felt v;i thin 
themselves that their reasons for leaving home were <1_uite real and 
they should be considered from that stand:!Joint. One must also remember 
that in securing this information most of the agencies we.re not doing 
an intensive piece of treatment. The writer has observed that.case 
loads in most places were quite heavy and the personnel employed was 
not well trained.. 
HOME AS A FACTOR IN TRANSIENCY 
Owen Lovejoy stated in 1933, 
11 1 t is o.oubtful· if five percent of the transient 
boys are homeless.nl 
V:any boys came from homes where conditions were such that they pre-
ferred to risk the trials and deprivations of the road. Many boys had 
heard much about the glamor and freedom but very little about the 
hc'l.rdships of transiency before leaving home.2 The writer talked to· 
several boys who had returned home and then started out again. Host 
of them said that when they were pJ.annlng an?ther trip they thought 
only of the freedom and. little about the deprivations. One study 
showed that some of the boys would have returned home after.finding 
. how bad conditions were on the road. but were too proud to admit at 
home that they bad. made a mistake.3 
IJ.lhe answer according to most sources was not to send all boys 
home. Pettit wrote that it wasaereed tllat 11 ncst boys were better 
off at home, be it ever so humble, but unless. they believe it too, it 
1 
9.P~ ci ~. 99-lOJ. 
2 Ibid., 560-568 
3 James W. Pettit, 11 How Cincinnati Cares for Its Transient Youth11 , 
'.Phe 'r..E~~~~!.!-~ (Yay, 1938) 
doesn1 t matter much what you and I belie'Ve.nl 
Minehan reached similar conclusions.2 He stated, 
11 l3oys don't care to return to dreax·y surroundings of 
poverty stricken homes without e. job •••• Boys •••• suffer 
e.s much mental anguish, unemployed and unadjusted in 
towns and cities, as they suffer physically on the 
road. 11 
Dr. Rf;led in commenting on the fact tha.t some of the Federal 
Transient Centers sent boys home as a general practice 11 ir-
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respecti'Ve of conditions or desire" stated trtat it was 11 likely such 
practices would certainly result in the boys promptly again ta."::-
ing to 'the road.n3 
On the other hand the executive secretary of the Bureau of Home-
less Men of St. Louis, Missouri contended that only in exceptional 
. I 
cases (about 5 percent) was it better not to send the boys back home.4 
In reviewing some of the studies made, one would 1)elieve th<:tt 
there is a reason for not returning all boys to their legal residence. 
JPor example: The Outland study, 11 Causes of Boy Transiencyl1 made in 
.. 
1936 of 400 boys who applied for relief, shows that the home situation 
figures highly. 5 . Thirty boys gave 11 ilk<tdequa. te family relief11 as the 
reason for leaving home. Checks with the social agencies at home con-
firmed. this. .FaTty-seven others or 11.75% left home because of 
economic stress (no relief being re~eived). Broken homes were responsible 
for 15.25 percent of the boys being on the road. After a check wlth social 
agencies this was raised to 17%. Only 4% of the boys gave as a reason 
1 Ib_!_Q:. • 364 I .. 
2 Thomas Mineha.n, 11 Youth and the Depression11 , ~~£J:e.l_o:~t~.§.ie.2.• XXVI, 
(M~ah, 1935) 145 
3 F. Eller, Heed, Federal Transient Program: An ?Jval:_w.ti_!~U!:_~~· 17 
i; !ay-July0""9:9.!:)-4 G. M 1vinnes, 11 A ~etter In An~~er to S8 nd 1 Em Be.ck Home 11 , ~!:.!'.Y~1> LXXII, 63 (:E ebruary, 19,.:J6) 5 Geor Outland and H. 11. :iliad~, 11 Causes of Boy Transienci1 , 'rlw I. ~,amilz, XVI, 314-16 \l!~ebruary, 1936) -
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11 discordant home'! but a checl-.: revealed 13.5% in this division. Nine of 
the boys were from families of transients and were continuing their 
wanderings. 
In a study of 468 cases of youths cared for in Cincinnati in the 
winter and spring of 1937-38 the conclusion was reached that broken 
homes were the major factor in transiency. In 353 cases the pRrents 
were separated, and in 79 cases the boys had trouble with their step 
parents. Of their parents 223 fathers and 220 mothers.were dead.. 
The study also revealed that an 11 appr,eciable number" were dismissed 
from institutions, including. reformatories, and were ashamed to go home .1 
In a study of 3,552 boys made by Outland it was found that 826 
h8,d left home because of some trouble within the home itself and of thn. t 
group so% came from broken homes.2 Among specific home situations listed 
were the following: 
discordant home -------·--------------------4 .. 2% 
trouble with father or mothex- -------------7.7 
trouble with wife, brother or sister ------1.1 
opposed to home discipline --------:-----.-----5 told to. 11 shift for self11 .;. ______________ ;;.__3 
drunkenness of parents ----------,..--------- .5 . 
over-crowded home ---~---------------------2~8% 
death of mother or grandmother with whom 
he lived. ---~·-------------------..;______ • 3% 
In another report based on the same study Outland Ilk1.de the follow-
ing classification of the 3,352 boys studied: 3 . 
1 Ibid. 
2 George E. Outland, 11 Home Situation as Direct Cause of Boy Transiency'' • 
~.!~~ of Ju'venile Researcl!,, XII, 33-42 (,Je,nUftry, 1938 
3 G·eorge E. Outland, 11 Determinants Involved in Boy ~r.ransiency11 , Journal 
of :iilducationa.l Sociol2£;x, XI, 360-72, (J!'ebruary, 1938) 
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M.-1.ri tal Status of Parents of Transient Boy;~ 
Status Number Percent 
Parents married and living 
together ----------- 1,486 44.4 
Home broken --------------- 1,866 55.6 
By death --------- 1,277 30.1 
By dtvorce ------ 381 11.4 
By separation ---- 208 6.2 
Total :..-----3, 352 
Outland remarks that it is 11 significant 11 that 55.6% came from 
11 Broken Homes". 
He found that most boys came from large families. Only 8% of 
them were the only child of the family. Sixty-two percent were 
from families of four or more children. The averA,ge for all of the 
boys families was 4.6 children per family. 
Thirty percent of the families were on relief, and in another 
five percent no one was working. Only 2.7% of the boys came from 
families of professional men or women. Nearly 17% came from families 
in wl1ich the wage earner was an unskilled worker; 16% from families 
where the wage earn~r could be classified as semi-skilled; 28. 67~ from 
families where there was a skilled worker and· 16,;1% fror:1. families of · 
business and semi-professional workers,l 
Minehan attemp·ced. to learn something about the home life and 
attitude of the 503 boys whom he studied.2 One hundred. twenty-four 
reported frequent whippings; 17 hated their father; 72 still liked 
1~. 
2 Thomas Minehan, Boy and Girl Tra.mps of America, 48 
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their father; 29 ha.ted .t.heir mother and 89 still lU::ed their mother;· 
43 lk"tted their stepfather and 47 hated their stepmother. Thirty-six 
had frequent quarrels with their brother and 29 had frequent qua.l'rels 
with their sister. 
Minehan in data gathered from 493 boys found that 176 boys had 
both parents living and tht-:1.t 56 were fuil orpha.ns .1 In 167 cases the 
father was dead, and in 88 cases the r1other was dead. Parents were 
d:).vorced in 89 cases, separated in 28 cases. There was a multiple 
di-vorce in 54 cases, and in 16 instances there were more than four 
divorces. Sixty-two boys had a stepfather and 49 boys had a step-
mother~ Thirty-seven boys were of illegitimate 11arentage. 
Mineha.n fourid a much larger proportion of 11 onlyl1 children than 
did Outland in his more intensive study. Nearly 26~~ of Minehan1 s boyc 
had no brother or sister, as compared. with 8% in Ou.tlancl.1 s study,2 
Three other studies are reported in regarding broken homes as a 
factor· in boy transiency.3 Of 2,000 minors stoppine in l!'t. Worth, 
Texas, in the fall of 1934, only 2.59 percent gave 11 broken homes11 as 
a reason for. leaving home and only 1.54% gave 11 discorc'L:'1..nt homes 11 aq a 
factor. In Philadelphia about_ the same time a s·tudy of 482 boys 
indicated that 16.18% boys gave 11 broken hor1es 11 as a reason for leavlnrs 
home a.nd 5.8~~ gave 11 discordant homes 11 a,s a factoro A year later in 
l Ibid. 
2 Ibid. 
3 !Jewis Rohrbough,. 11 :Sackground of Minor 'l'ransiency1 , §g_h_g_ol and_; 
Soc:_ie~z.. XLIII, 583-4 (April 25, 1936) . . . 
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New York a study was made of 150 boys.- Thirty percent ;:;ave 11 broken 
homes 11 as a reason for leaving homes and. 10 percent gave 11 discorda.nt 
homes 11 as a factor. The divergence in the above figures can be 
attributed to difference in interviewing of the boys. The statements 
were not verified with the social agency in the home community; RS was 
done in the Outland studies. 
THE SCHOOL AS A ]'ACTOR . 
George Ot~tland, who has made extensive studies on the subject of 
school adjustment as a part of transiency, comes to this conclusion: 
11 The school could not have been a prominent factor in the imme,liate 
cause of transiency for most of the young migrants1!1 He made a 
survey of 3,352 boys who registered in Los Angeles between August l, 
1934 and July 31, 1935.2 In this study 691~ or 2,321 boys v;ere on 
the road for the first. time a.nd 490 or 14.51b were on the road for 
the second time. In checking these 2,811 boys Outlancl found th-.'l.t 
452 or 13.5% had been in school until they left home and that 
490 of the others or 14. 5~~ had left school w:i. thin six months be-
fore starting out on the road. fialf of the boys had been out of 
school for two years or more before becoming transients. Although 
31. 77~ h-'ld dropped ou·~ of school before the minimum legal age, only 
3~6 hacl dropped out before tha age of 13 ~nd 5.8% before the ace of 
14. :Por all boys ln the country -- transients and non-transients 
1 11 Relation Between School Drop-outs ari<'l Boy '.l!ransiency11 , 
School Review, XLIII, 683-9 (November, 1935) 
2 Ibid., 683- 9 
. the perccnta::;e .J.eavingschoo1 before 14 is 4.7%.1 
It is Outland.' s belief that school was the direct cause of 
transiency in only 2.9% of all cases.· Reasons given for leaving 
school were: 
1. Illness or death in the family. 
2. Trouble at home. 
3. Institutional release. 
4. Moved to a new locality. 
5. To join service organi?..ation. 
6. Visit relatives 
7. Removal by parent or step-parent 
8. Suspension. 
9. Failure or fear of it. 
10. Too far to walk. 
11 While school was xiot directly responsible (in most 
cases), he coments, 1had the school been able to keep 
boys in classes many would not have been on the road. 11 2 
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.Althou,gh most of the surveys do not mention the school as being 
one of .the causes of transiency they do however comment on the com-
paratively high eclucation.."\1 level of many of the boys. The fact that 
a considerable percentage l1..ad at least finished the eighth grade might 
be accepted as an indication that the boys 1 reaction to school was not an 
important factor in contributing to their transiency. 
Washington, D.C., reported tl1at 100 cases selected at random 
showed the average grade reached as 7.9r/; Des Moines that 875 boys· 
showed an average e;rade reached as 8; Wilmington, Del.'t that 822 
boys showecl an average grade reached as 8. 51; Salt Lake CHy that. 
200 boys showed 8.95, and Spokane that 100 boys showed an average 
1 Ibid., 683-9 




grac'l..e reached as 9.19 .1 In a study of 9, 919 youths 15 to 21 years o1: 
age made in Southern California between December 12, 1933, ancl Novembt~r 
21, 1934, it was found that 60% had gone beyond the 8th grade in 
school and approximately 15% had completed-a high school course. Two 
hundred and three youths had completed one or more years of colleee.2 
In a study of 98 cases of boy transiency directly attributable· 
to school difficulties it was found that the families ·of 26 of' the 
boy~s were on relief. This may have contributed to the unsatisfncto17 
school situation. Thirty-six boys did not want to go to school any 
longer they were not interested in what the school offered. Eleven 
boys were not adjusted, and another eleven had faile(l in their achool · 
work.. Three had been expelled from school, and the father of ono had 
refused to send him any longer. Thirteen were traveling to find work 
to earn money to eo tn s~hool again, an0. 23 had left home to go to· 
California where, they said, they would like to attend school.3 
Other reasons were given by the boys for leaving home. Some wanted 
to travel and see the country~ Some had had trouble with a girl 
and others were traveling to get to a milder climate for health reasonr.. 
Often forceo. inactivity due to unemployment led to boredom and pro-· 
duced dissatisfaction with the home and the c~ommunity. Lack of conr-
munity recreational facilities or other outlets for energies did much 
to encourage transiency. 
1 Ibid., 683-9 
ry George E. Outlc'"'nd, 11 Education i t f:J '"· of Transient Boys11 , School a~-~_§oc ..!!. . .Z. 
XL, 501-4 (October 13, 1934) 
3 George E. Outland., 11 School as a Direet Determinant in Boy Transiencyl' • 
HA-rvard Educational Revie!!., VIII, 353-8 (May, 1938) . 
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All of these factors have some beq,rine; on the problem. l t P..l:-
pears doubtful whether ·any one rer1eCI.y or panacea could prevent all 
transiency. It does appear however that there ia a hi~h correlation 
between income in the f~.mi1y home and the number of boys on tho rood. 
·Prior to 1930 little interest was expressed in the numbers of 
mi~rants on the road, whether adults or minors. There are very few 
fieiJ.res ~wailable for comparison with predepression years. The fiturt; s 
given by the re~ort of the Arrrerican Railroad Association in 1~32 show 
that the number of arrests for misdemeanors on railroad property of o1·o 
hundred class I railroad companies th:'l.t in 1929 there were 86,838 arrt!' t!l 
and in 1932 there were 145,219 arrests on these prO:?erties. This Sh(J"o":l 
almost a double amount of arrests over a period of three years.l The 
Hissouri Pacific Railroad. alone showed an increase for the arrests of 
trespassers, from 13,745 in 1928, 23,892 in 1930, lf36,028 in l9~H nntt 
149, ?73 in 1932.2 This·: lack of interest shows in itself that the 
migrant did not create a serious problem :i.n prosperous years. It is 
apparent from the zeal with which figures were compiled on the subject 
from 1931 on that the problem was a growing one during the depressio~1 
years. It becomes obvious then that the economic situation of the 
individual must be a large contl.·ibuting factor in tra,nsiency. 
1 A. Wayne McMillan, 11 Uigrant Boys 11 , Socinl Service :Review, VII, 
64-84 (March, '1933) 
2 <John H. Webb, 11 1!1ransien t Unemployed: A Descriiltion anc1 Analysis 
of Transient B.elief Popula tion11 , Resenrch Eono:sra.ph I II 
~:.' .P~A. lfTv·is7.ol1 of So11i,nJ. ReRenrch, 15 (1935) 
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CHAPTER IV 
SETTLEWJNT LAWS RELATING TO MINORS 
There is little uniformity in the laws of the forty-eight 
states as they relate to the settlement or 11 residence11 of transient 
persons, althoueh all of them stem from old English Poor Laws. 
Most of them are designed to w..ake it difficult for the indigent 
migrant to obtain assistance or to establish 11 resiclence11 so th.a.t he 
can obtain assistance. These laws reflect the lack of interest and 
the open hostility to the new comer that prevail throughout the 
' United States.l 
This lack of uniformity caused ·much confusion to soclal agencies 
trying to establ:i.sh responsibility for the care of i.ndigent transient 
pers·ons. Often there was no place of legal settlement. It was there-
fore only during the existence of the F .E.R.A." transient program 
that many of these persons received adequate assistance. 
11 The rapid development of the United States would have been im-
possible. without an extreme mobility of workers1! accordin,; to 
Secretary of Labor, Frances Perkins, in a report to the Senate. 
11 Relocation of workers is necessa17 in any dynamic society and in 
this country-··-(it) must involve the movements of workers across state 
lines. 11 2 
However each state and each community tried to avoid responsi-
bHity for the non-resident who was not self-supporting. Herman E. 
1 ~.,. Ellery Reed, ]'ederal Transient Program: An Ev!_l_lQ:.tti ve Survel> 
13 (1vtay-Ju.Yi:" 1934) 
2 Frances Perkins, 11 Prelimina .. ry Report on Migration of Labor Across 
State 1ines 11 , 'l1he_,!ransien~. 3-4 (July, l9::S7) 
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ll:cl<.:as~de, m·i ting in The Transient, stated, 
11 .Practice followed almost universally in the United 
StB.tes----appears to be preclica.ted ur1on the idea that the 
less V":ell to d.o belong in some particular com::runity. 
This unc1.oubtedJ.y is a h~J,neover from feuoE.liS!l1----the 
system that c>..ccerted the people a.t the lowest level as 
serfs belongine to certain parcels of land able to move 
only at the behest of superiors, conceptions broU['ht to 
this county by the early settlers. 11 
11 :@xisting settlement laws in the various states v;hich. are 
based on these conceptions seem to be.ccnsiderably more 
rigid in the ·older communities----with a few notable 
exceptions. Rigid laws are used by a few of. the newer 
communities thA.t have been hlghly publicized as the 
gard.en spots of the world. 11 1 
11 About three fourths of the states have laws :orovicling 
for the removal of non-settled po0r to the jurisdiction 
where they 1 belong' accordin~ to a Federal Emergency 
Relief Heport.2 J3ut again, three fourths of the states 
realizine the suffering often experienced by non-resident 
poor he.ve :::1ede provision in their poor laws for their 
relief. When a migrant is still within the otate of 
settlement, the genera.l rule is that the county :rro-
vidj.nr:; maintenance is to be reimbursed by the county of 
settlement. Vfhen non-resident derendents of ~:mother 
state are involved the county furnishing relief is re-
quired to ~o so without re.payment. 11 · 
The time required to {';ain legal settlement varies from state to 
state. In Wyoming settlemen1; ca.n be obtained by a three months' 
resid.ence~ In Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhod.e Island, and 
:'Jew Jersey, however the applicant for assistance must .h.ave resided 
in the respective state for nve years. Connecticut requires a four 
yer-tr resio.ence; Ce.lifornia, .Nevada, rmd South ·aa.rolim.t', three yeal's; 
1 Herman E. IAcKa.skle, 11Arkansas Meets the Transient Proble:nl!, The 
Tr~.::sient, 6--7 (September, 1938) 
2 E. A. Williams, 11 Legal Settlement in the United States11 , !v!onthl;[ · 
Renort J!'ederA.l IDmerr.~ency He lief Acl.minis tra.tion (Auc--;ust, 1935) · 
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and Delaware, two years. Seventeen states hc~ve-a one year require-
ment for legal settlement. They are Colorado, Idaho, Indiana, ·Iowa, 
~nsas, Michigan, Minnesota. Nebraska, New York; North Carolina, 
North Dakota, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South Dakota, Utal1 1 Virginia, and 
Wiscon.sin, .Alabama, Mississippi, Oklahoma, and Wash.ineton demand only 
a six month residence. 
The.other fifteen states had no specific statutes regarding legal 
settlement at the tirnecovered by this study. Welfare authorities as-
sumed that one year was required. or .else based the length of time to 
gain settlement on the residence requirement for voting.l 
The laws regarding settlement are generally made restrictive by 
requiring 11 continuous 11 or 11 m1interrupted11 residence for a minimum 
period, and this residence cannot be throughout the state but :l.s 
restricted to one county in the state. Persons may ·not hc1.ve aceepted 
assistance during the time they'were gaining resid.ence •. Some states 
specify that the migrant cannot accept 11 pubiic or p::dvate 11 assistance 
while others specify 11 public 11 assistance only. During the period'' 
when Federal work relief was being extended, some few states interpret-
ed this as being 11 public assistance'! but most of them clid not.2 
The laws regarding minors are even more restrictive. Und.er the Com-
mon Law the minorv.tls unable to esta:blish a domicile of his ovm but 
derived it from another person. A legitimate child gained the resi-
dence of his father and the illigitimate child1 s resiclence was that 
1 "Legal Settlement Chartu, !lle_'l'rans.i_ent, 1-2 (November, 1936) 
2 LOC.:---.£1 t. 
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of the mother. If the child was adopte.cl., it .8.cqu1re0. the rcsiclence 
of its foster parents. 
Und.er the Common Law if the parents were legally separated the 
child took the domicile of his father rtlthough he might be living 
with. his ·mother. Under present day rulings the child takes the residence 
if the parent with whom he lives or who has custody over him. 
Under Common Law it was held that in the case of the fa.ther 1 s 
death, the child's domicile was that of the mother until she re-. 
married. The child1 s domicile remained that of the inother:at. the 
' 
time of her remarriage and could not be cha.nged although the inother 1 s 
domicile could change. Present day rulings have changed to mean 
that the domicile of the child is the same as that of the mother so 
long as he rn...-=tkes his home with her. 
Those sta1;es which have statutes :relfl,ting to the sett.lement of· 
minors for poor relief generally follow the rule that the child1 a 
domicile is that of the father if the father is living and hc'l.S .settle-
ment.l There are some exceptions: Delaware, Connecticut, Indiana, 
Iowa, &msas, lvhssachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, North Carolina, 
South Carolina, South Dakota, U'cah and Wisconsin have laws which pro..: 
vide that if the father has no settlement in the state, the settleii'lent 
shall be that of the mother if she has one in the state. 
Other states have made the s8 .rne provision with some modification. 
'l'he Rhode Island law provides that is the father bas a domlcile in 
. the United States, rathO?r than just the state the mj_nor 1 s will be 




if she h:.1d r:. dOL1icile in the Vnited Skctes. 1.Phe North Dakota law provideo 
that if the minor is d.or.liciled alone' his settlement. is that of the 
rarent with whom he last resided. 
The laws of other state's desienated the home of the parents as 
being the home of the minor children. It woulcl ~.:ppear tha:t the 
assumptio~ in the~e states was that the parents_ were living together. 
The New York l~w provided that the chi1Cl.1 s domicile was .that of tha 
parents or the surviving parent; or tf the parents were J.egall~ 
separated or divorced, or if one of them had deserted the other, the 
parent having custody determined the settlement of the minor. Under 
that law if· the parent hc1.v~ng custody diecl. the custod:r reverted to the 
. . 
surviving parent.l 
The W.s,.:l.ssippi law provlcled tha·~ the child's x·esidonee wal> tb.t."tt 
of his parents; and under the Montana statute there was a provision 
that if the father died and the mother remarried, there was no chl\nge 
in the child1 s domicile. AccorcUng to the l,!im1eso·ca law ·the non-· 
er.'k'lncipated minor tool;: the residence of the parent with whom he 
li vecl • 
.According to the Pennsylvania law of settleL'lent the minor h .. qd 
the s.qme settlement as his father unless:2 
1 
1. The :father dies ancl the mother gains a new domicile. 
2. If the father d.eserts, at v:hich time the !llother1 s 
d~micile controls. 
3. If the mother withdraws from the home becA..use of cruel"ty, 
inebriety, or lack of support at which tirne the court 
grants cus t ocly. 
Ibio .• , Ch. IX 
') 
"' Ibicl., C£1. IX 
.( 
4. In the case of divorce then ·the domicile follows 
custody. iifJ.ere custody is divided tt.Le minor's 
domicile is that of the father. 
5. If both parents are dead then the custody of the 
stepfather or the stepmother controls. 
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Twelve states had statutes which permitted the minor under cer-
tain conditions to acquire residence of his own and one other, 
Minnesota, implied the same power.l· 
The Indiana law allowed the minor to acquire a residence if his 
parents had none in the state, by an uninterrupted .residence in the 
- 1 
township of one year. He could not receive any support as nn indi-
gent from 11 any governmental agencyl1 for· the first six months of thin 
one year period. Kansas had a provision in the state law of one 
year1 s residence in a county in the state if the parents had no 
settlement. In New Jersey it was necessary for the minor to live 
five years, in a.. city or eount;y of the ste.te t~o gain se-i;t.l~me.nt; 1.mTess 
he had been brought into the community .or 11 placed out11 in any fa~aily 
therein by "any person, society or corporation of any state1! in. which 
case he could not gain settlement.2 
The Louisiana law stated that the minors settlement, unless 
emancipated. was that of the father, mother, 'or} tu't"O.r11! 
:f!;.aine1 s statutes provided that the minor1 s settlement waa that 
of the father if he .lk'\d one in the state. If he did. not have one' 
the minor had none. In the case of divorce the child1 s settlement 
was that of the parent to whom custody was granted. If no custody 
1 Ibid., Ch. IX 
2 Ibid., Ch. IX 
.. ··:' 
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h .. <td been awarded by the court the minor took his father1 s residence 
11 until emancipated11 • T'.ne law also had ·a provision to the effect th..9.t 
children 11 of a marriage procured by collusion of the town authori ties11 
had the same effect as though there had been no such marriage. 
Five states provided through statute that an apprenticed minor 
took resid.ence of his 11 master11 • These were Kansas, Oklahoma, H0 rth 
Dakota, Wisconsin, and New Hampshire. Georgia's law specified that 
the minoris residence was that of the f-ather unless the :f~t.ther re- · 
lease~ his parente.l authority to some ,other person. If the father died 
the child took the residence of a guardian; if one were appointed, other-
wise with the mother unless she remarried. If both parents died and 
the child hc.'td no guardian or 11 master11 the child could choose his own 
domicile •.. 
The New York las~ allowe(l ~~. m:i.nor to gain settlement tn his own 
right if, a male, he married and lived apart from his family for one 
year; if a female by rna.rryi.ng and living with her husband; or by being 
lawfully employed one year for wages, if the minor was not dependent 
in pc1.rt on parent or guardian. The North Dakota law provided that a 
chilcl. could gain residence in that state even though its parents had 
no residence. Utah had the same provision in her laws. Oklahoma 
laws stated that the minor needed to live in the county six months to 
gain settlement, and in South Dakota it was necessary to live one 
year in the state and ninety days in the county. The Wisconsin law 
provided th:'l.t the minor needed to live in a 11 town, village or city11 ., 
for one year before he could obtain settlement.l 
1 ~., Ch. IX 
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The :Michiean lav1 rrovided that the minor could. be 11 e!lk'tnci?B.ted" 
by his father and could gain separate settlement if he worked one 
year for wages, or if he were a:9prenticed for one year, or ifhe 
were married, or, if a male, if he lived apart from his father and 
family. A female minor gained the residence of her husband upon 
w.arriage .1 
In New Hampshire, a minor, to gain residence in his own right, hnd 
to be 11 einancipated11 by the death, permanent insanity or imprisonment of 
both parents, or of the father', if the-mother remarried; or he could 
be emancipated by marriage Or by being II given his time11 • 
The PennsylV'"d.nia law required 11 emancipation11 also before a sepnratt"; 
settlement could be obtained by the minor$ After 16 years if the minor 
has 11 suffj.cient mental p.bili ty to make a bargain he Dl<'lY become emnnci- · 
U I) 
pated by his own acts or those of his pa.rents. or ste-pfather or mother" .•· 
Minnesota provided in her statutes tl::u?.t a minor could obtain 
settlement in his own right if he had not received support or aid frou 
his parents, or ei the.r of them if they were separated, for two yeant~ 
The statutes of thirteen states contained specific provisions 
that seHlement could not be acquired by birth in a county of the 
state. These include Kansas, Indiana, North D;?)cota, Rho<le Inland, lforth 
OA.rolina, South OA.rollna, South Dakota, Utah, Wisconsin, and Delaware. 
Tl1e statutes stated that unless the parents or one of them hH.d settle~ 
rnent in the state at the time of birth the child could not acquire 
re-sidence by birth. 3 
1 Ibid., Ch. IX 
2 !_bid.' Ch. IX 
" ,) PJ_i_C!;.' Ch. IX 
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The !·.Hchif;an and Connecticut laws provided tl:k'lt the child 
could not gain.' settlement if at. the ti:r,1e of birth the 1{other was sup-
ported by public funds, New Jersey and Minnesota had the provision 
in their 'statutes that a child born in a public institution assumed 
the settlement of the parents at the time of admission or commit-
ment. 1 
One can see that because of the lack in uniformity.of these laws 
much confusion can arise in determining wh.'lt county or state is re-
sponsible for the maintenance of an in,digent person. Workers in 
social agencies would have to tru(e into consideration the settlement 
laws of each community before makin.g any provision for the return of 
the transient boy to his legal set,tlement. Often a boy would be with-· 
out legal settlement in any pla,ce. 'J:lhis was also true of many adul~ 
transients. l.funy states l:l.ad a provision · ..that settlement .was lost 
if the person had been gone from the state for a given period of time. 
On the other hand these persons who had lost settlement in th~ir 
home comnnini ty were unable to gain it in another community. This 
left· many 11 without a country" and therefore without assistance after 
the closing of the Federal Transient Bureaus. 
Gertrude Springer states that every person dealing 
vd th transients nknows of dozens of such cases 11 in 
which there is no place of legal settlement.2 
11 Public relief in most comrmmi ties is dependent on 
legal settlement and that lack of unifor:nity in the 
settlernent .laws, the long period requi-red. to obtain 
settlement in sone states, and. the possibility of 
losing settlement in one state befor~ it is acquired 
in another results in r!lc"l.ny persons becoming state-
1 ~·· Ch. IX 
2 Gertru.de Springer, 11 Send 1 Em Back HotJe11 , Sury_e;y, LXXI. 364 (Dee., 19~55) 
~-J. 
less. l.!ore th:1.n 30 states have laws against bringing 
non-settled. de;)enclents into the ;;;tates with the 
fra.udulent intent of obtaining relief. '.rhese 
statutes are all directed a~ainst the fairly 
common practi ve of 1 dumping' or 1 passing on' 
persons to another state v:ith the express pur-
pose of evading responsibility for their care. 11 l 
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The Federal Transient program under F.E.R.A. provided relief for 
migrants without any regard to their settlement. After the closing 
of the Program however the situation with re~pect to settlement was 
no better than before. State laws prevented the giving of assistance 
to non-settled persons. 
In addition, states and cpmmunities set up greater barriers than 
they had before. Ari ZOl18. increased its length of settlement cfrom ono 
to three years and provided. that no state funds could be used, ex-
cept in emergency cases, for persons without settlement.2 A group in 
the Minnesota legislature tried to reduce the time for· losing settle-
ment from one yeft.r to 30 days.3 
Southern California tried to establish a border patrol in the 
l!,all of 1936;, so did Florid.a. The governor of Florida doubted the 
legality of this patrol a.nd. called for national or interstate con-
trol.4 California officials also proposed l!,ed~ral action. They 
advocated a Constl tutional 8.mendment for a universal settlement 
1 Frances Perkins, 11 }1re.liminary Report on Migration of Labor Across 
State Lines11 , '.J:lhe Transient, 3-4 (July, ],937) 
2 Philip E. Ryan, IH;?ransients on the Leg:i,slati ve Front 11 , The Transi~!_l..!.• 
8-9 (March, 1937) 
3 Ibid. 




law requiring a yee.r1 s residence and providing that settlement .should 
no't be lost until it was gained in another place.l 
New York state, after the Federal Transient Program was dis-
continued, entered into a reciprocal agreement with Pennsylvania and 
New Jersey. This led to the Trenton Conference which was called to 
discuss the transient problem. Twenty-two cl.elegates representing 
the states ea.st of the Mississip!)i River met, and it was agreed that a 
one year uniform settlement law was desirable and that no persOli should 
lose settlement in one state until he had gained it in another.2 
A year later a conference was held by fifteen Midwester·n states 
at which a similar program was adopted. In January, 1937, the Council 
of State Governments in Washington adopted. a standard towarcls which 
to work. This included the two points stressed in the ··]}renton Con-
fererice and also provisions for relief du:.>:ing the investigation 
of settlement, the grant to state departments of welfare decision 
on removal, and permission for state departments to reimburse local 
communities for transient costs where no leeal settlement could be 
established and to authorize the sta.te departments to provide relief 
for transients.3 
A few states went ahead with a program for transient care. 
Hinnesota was one of the fi.rst to do so. It provided for registration 
and. assignment of the homeless by. the State Relief Agency. 010\.mps wore 
1 9.12..~- cit. , 8-9 
2 After Five Years (Hew York Corru11i ttee on Care of Transients and Home:.. 
-----res-;)12Tl937) 
3 l~~d .• 
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set up for the temporarily unemployed, and throush the public em-
ployment agencies an attempt was made to find jobs for the transient. 
Unattached single men who were handicapped physically or were in 
need of medical care were also assigned to camps. The program ap-
plied only to intrastate transients. Local communities had to reim-
bursa the State Transient Division for cases referred to cari1p. '.J:Ihe 
State Relief Agency was to reimburse the Transient Division for state 
residents unable to claim any part of the state as a place of legal· 
settlemerit.l 
. Michigan also set U:P a program which was financed by the state, 
One person in each county was responsible for the problem of the 
transient and the homeless. Shelt~r care was provided in eight uroon 
centers, and two camps were established in rural-sections 11 for un-
employables in need of a long rehabilitative service 11 • One of the 
points in Michigan's program was the interpretation made to the local 
community. According to the director, 11 Public opinion, as a whole, 
has become reconciled to some extent to the appearance of the non-
resident" .2 The program avoided centralization,, and it did not super-
impose a program of care on local comrminities that could not see the 
need, 
Arkansas has probably gone the f1..1.rthest in its program. It has 
abolished residence requirements for settlement, the waiting periocl 
for relief and also for losing settlement. The state has rejected 
1 11 Uinnesota11 , ~ansieD:t, 1-2 (November, 1936) 
2 Phillip Schafer, 11 '.rhe How and Why of Michigan's Going Program11 , 
The Transien~, 5-6 (July, 1~37) 
,:.-, 
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proposals for interstate A.(Sreements because it feels tlt8. t such a·,; rea-
ments result in sending people· whe·re they do not want to be, because 
it is economica.lly unsound to pay transportation of transients to 
places where they may not stay, and because 47 interstate agreement_s 
are too complicated. Arkansas does not return transients to their 
home communities unless they want to go or there is a good cause or 
reason for going. Nor will Arkansas accept its own residents unless 
they wish to return.l 
As far as residence is concerned the transient can eA~ect a more 
difficult tir!'J.e. It becomes more evident that the raising of legal re-
quirements for settlement is not going to solve the probler!l of the 
transient unemployed. With 'the multiplicity of laws and the high 
barriers that the states are putting up one would believe that our 
population is immobile. One wond.ers wh.c':l..t effect this vrill h.,;vc on the 
mobility of skilled workers who must be transferred to other sections 
of the country to parUcipate in the defense program• If a m<-1-n leaves 
Illinois and. goes to Maine, wher~ a five year settlement is require(l; 
wh.':l.t will happen to him if the plant shuts down? Some changes will 
have to be made, or else each community will have to become self-
sufficient. 
1 Herman E. MacKaskle; 11 Arkansas Meets the Transient Problem11 , ~- · 
·Transient, 6-·7 (September, 1938) 
.• ·: 
CHAPTER V 
A STUDY OF 137 BOYS RETURNED TO 'r:HEIH LBGAL llliSIDENCE BY THE 
STATE RELIEF ADMilHSTRATIOH Oi SA~~ l!'F.AHCISCO, CALIFOH.NlA 
APRIL, 1936 to JUNE, 1937 
When an applicant maooa request for assistance at the local 
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relief station of the S.R.A., the intake interviewer obtained.face 
sheet information. In m.<tny instances very little adc'l.i.tional social 
information was obtained. This was especially true during the 
period when the number of applicants was too great for the inter-
viewer to spend more than 15 or 20 minutes on each application. 
Included in the face sheet information were facts regarding the 
age of the applicant, his occupation, the length of time he was engaged 
in any one occupation, and his education. One hundred thirty-seven 
schedules were obtained by the writer; (See copy of schedule in 
appendix - during the period April, 1936 to June, 1937) This 
represents the number of boys whowere returned to their place of legal 
residence during the period of time under consideration in the study. 
1rhe data on these schedules were tabula ted to show the distribution in 
each of the categories with respect to which the face sheet provided . 
information. 
AGES OJ!' BOYS STUDIED 
IJ.1he ·age:; of the boys who are:: away from home is important in this 
study~ Although the number under consid.eration is not large, there is, 
nevertheless, an interesting picture here of the age composition of tlk'tt 
portion of applicants for assistance who were interested in returning 
to their homes. 'rhe upper age limit of 21 years was determined by the 
S.R.A. program. The following ta1Jle shows this distribution: 
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Age Distribution of 137 Boys Returned to Their Legal 
Residence by· the S.R.A. of Sari Francisco, California, April, 1936 
to June, 1937 
Ag_e Number of.Boy;s Percent 
15 years 1 .73 
16 7 5.11 
17 8 5.84 
].8 35 25.55, 
19 42 30.65 
20 40 29.20 
" 
21 4 2.92 
Total ------ 137. 100.00 
---------------------------------------------- ~---------------------- . 
From the above table it can be seen that the largest number 
who wished to return to their homes were in the 18, 19, and 20 year 
age groups. One hundred seventeen boys or about 84% of the total 
were of these ages. No comparison can be drawn with the total number 
of boy transients passing through San ]i'rancisco at this time, as 
there are no figures available to show. the total num1Jer of boys 
requesting aid at this time of the S.R.A. or of other city agencies. 
:Ooys not· wishing to return home were merely told to 11 move on11 • 
We can in a limited way compare the above table with one made 
by Outland in a study of 3,352 boys who registered a.t the l!,ederal 
'.rransient Bureaus in Los .Angeles from August 1, 1934 to July. 31, 1935.1 
1 George E. Outland., "Determinants Involved. in Boy Transiency11 , 
Journal of EclucationeJ. Sociolo;>;y, II, 360-72 (February, 1938) 
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TABLE B 
At;es of 3,352 Transient Boys rlho Hegistered In Los Angeles 
August 1, 1934, to July 31, 1935 
Age Number of Boys Percent 
16 years 390 11.6 
17 547 16.3 
18 91.1 27.2 
19 880 26.3 
20 624 1&.& 
Total ------ 3,352 100.0 
Although the q.bove table is not exactly comparable with Table A, 
it does indicate that the largest number of boys on the road. at that 
time were in the 18, 19, and 20 year groups. About 72.1% of 0ut1R.nd1 s 
boys wero in this group4 This fig1.ue would be sr.!'.aller if the 15. 
year old. and the 21 year old boys. were included. 
It should hot be inferred tlk."tt the ae;es considered in the study 
are an indication of the ages of all the transient boys at that time. 
Younger boys were referred· to the Juvenile Court in San J!'rancisco, 
and plans were made for them by that a;;ency. Boys who were 21 
years of age but who had not reached their 22nd. birthday we1·e ac-
cepted by the S.R.A. for care, but after reaching their 22nd birthday 
they were refused acceptance for care unless special circumstances 
warranted consideration. 
Ope would expect that a majority of those wishing to return home 
. v;ould be in the age eroup 18, 19 or 20, si nee the .larr,es t percentage of the 









classification v:ere more .interested than others in reestA.blishing 
home ties is a matter for speculat.ion. Other factors which would 
probably weight these. figures would. be the length of ·time. on the road, 
the availability of work in the home community, and the meaning that 
family ties had to the. boy. Often boys would. come to the office and 
ask to be sent home immediately, stating that they hc'ld a job promised 
to them if they would return. 
One hundred and thirty-seven questionnaires, a cop¥ of which 
is in the appendix, were mailed to the local relief authorities 
for completion. Ninety-one replies were received. The following table 
represents the age groupings of the boys who lived in the comnn.mi ties 
from which the replie·s were· received: 
.Age Distribution of 91 Boys Returnec1. to Their Legal 
Residence by the S .H.A. of San Francisco, California. April 1936 to 
June, 1937 
~e Number of ]OlS Percent ---
15 years 1 1.10 
16 4 4.40 
17 6 6.60 
18 22 24.20 
19 29 31.80 
20 25 27.50 
21 4 4.40 
Total ------- 91 100.00 
About the same percentage (83%) in Table C fell into the 18, 19, 
20 year age groupings as in Table A. 
,; .. ·-··,,. 
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:c;DUCA'.L'ION O.li' BOYS !:)'.rUDIED 
The boys who were returned to their place of legal x·esidence 
were ill-fitted to earn their living inany occupation that required 
at least a high school education. In a· highly industralized area 
they would find few work opportunities which might lead to a life 
time occupation. In some agricultural cownunities however competi-
tion based on educational background might perhaps be less pronounced, 
and there they would perhaps find better work opportunities. 'rable. 
D gives the distribution according to school grade of the 137 boys 
who were returned and the boys concerning whom replies were received. 
T.A:BL.li.l D 
Distribution According To School Grade of Boys Returned to Legal 
Residence by S .R.A. of San :H,rt'l.ncisco, California 
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Of the 137 boys returned to their homes, about 14% ha.d. failed to 
finish the eighth grade. Eighty-four percent hc'td failed to finish 
high school. It is interesting to compare these fiF,Ures vd th those 
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·of Outland.1 s study, made in 1933-34, of the educr-ition:'J.l background. of 
5,000 boys.l He learned that 19% of the boys he studied had not com-
pleted eight grades in school and 83% had not finished high school. 
The grade that these boys reached in school before leaving home 
provides some explanation of the economic and family baclr..ground from 
which they come. Most of the boys left school during their 8th, 9th 
or lOth year. Poor finances kept many of them from having more school-
ing. 'rhe cost of keeping a child in school who ha.s reached the age 
of a potential contributor to the familyls support is prohibitive to 
many families. In communities where books are not provided, a high 
school education for a child is a costly matter. Wnere there are 
several children in school this is an expense that many families find 
difficult to meet. A letter describing the home condition of one boy 
stated: 
\ 
11 He (the JJ'ather) found that the farm was not large and 
fertile enough to support a family of eight children----. 
He (the boy) has attended school regularly except for an 
occasional trua.ncy in the Spring, and willingly helped · 
with the chores after school hours. It was never 
possible for him to spend much time with his school 
friends as he was obliged to help at home. He completed 
the 8th grade at the age of 15 years and 5 months and left. 
for his first trip to California." 
Another letter states "Clyde B •. left school at the 9th grade to 
help support his family". These are ca.ses, obviously, in which 
economic pressure was directly responsible for the boys leaving 
home. 
More adequa.te relief would doubtless have aBsisted these two 
1 George E. Outland, 11 '11he Ed.uc~.tion of Transient J3oys 11 , School and 
Societ~, XL, 501-4 (October 13, 1934) 
•. 
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"boys to remain in school. 
In some communities the enforcement of attendn.nce l::t.ws is poor. 
Even in the most populous states there are areas where school attend-. 
a.nce a.fter 16 years of age is unusual. Parents in these communi ties 
often do not encourage their children to E>.tte:"lr. becR.use they fail to 
see the necessity for school attendance. 
The following explana,tion of one boys transiency was gi ve'n by the 
social agency in this boy1 s community: 
11 His parents are of the belief that e.s soon as the 
children are of workine: age they sh0uld. leave school,, 
go to v1ork a.nd help support the family. Louis did 
not wish to leave school and left home as a result 
of an f'l.rt-ument over this. Even the older sister 
· su,:,;g-ested that he either le~we home or !!.O to work. 
This constant nagging naturalJ.y worked on the boy1 s 
nerves. 11 
Very few communities have a visiting teacher. The 11 trnant 11 
officer is, in lllB.ny com'lmni ties, the person who is employed to force 
children to attend school. Oftentimes truant office1·s are not skilled 
in affecting adjustments between the school program and the chilo.' s 
ce.pabili ties ana. bad.:ground. In some of the cases uno.er considera-
tion in this stud.y, one founcl evidence in the. home· community which 
indicated t:b..at poor school adjustments helped. contribute to the boy1 s 
transiency, The following is e.n excerpt from one of the soci8.1 his~ 
tories forwarded. by the local agency: 
11 l!r. S. told the worker that John had very rt,ood gra.d.es in 
school in. contrast with Jrrank (his brother) •.•••••• .After 
a short period of time John grew restlessJ sold the books 
and left the comm1.mi ty. At various times the boy would 
run e.way :from the school and the parole officer would 




A visiting teacher could probably f>.c·we saved this situation. A school 
with a modern program of education to meet the .needs of the boy might 
have helped considerably. 
JO:SS HELD BY THE BOYS PRIOR TO LEAVING HOME 
As a part of this study, information was obtained from face sheet 
JW?,terial regarding the longest job .the boy had helcl prior to making 
app_licati.on for- assistance. A distribution is fS.~,y.,~~;in. Table E: 
Ta.ble E 
Longest Job Held by 137 :Boys Returned to •rheir. Legai Residency by 
the S.R.A. of San Jl'rancisco, California 
April, 1936 June, 1937 
------~-----------------------------------
Lene;t_h of 'l1ime Nun1ber of Bol~ Percent 
Less than one month·--------~-----:--------.,...,..-- .-·· 5 . . ·.-:- ·r ·~·--. ~· . : .; . .,~. . 
l month - less than 6 -----------------····---- <10 
6 months - less than 12 _______ ..:__· ________ ,.:.___ 22 
12 months - less than 18 -------·------------- 18 
18 months - less than 24 ----------·---------- 6 
24 months - less than 30 -------------------- 4 
30 months - less than 36 -------------------- 2 
42 months less than 48 ---------··---------- 0 
over 48 -----~-----·---------------:------ 4 
Not goiven --------------··-··------------------ 29 














Most of the boys had very little employmen·t before seeking as-
sistance from S .H •. A.. Almost a third of them had less than six months of 
employment on one job and. over one-half of the applicants lli':!.d less than 
twelve months of experience onone job. 
This table does not show the numl::er of jobs thatwere held in the 





were helcl during the period of transiency or prior to this time. :b'ive 
boys had no pH.id work experience, and five ot:O.er boys ha.d less than 
one month1 s pc'tid work. 
The following distribution 'shows the longest job held by the 91 
b01ys on whom replies were received from their home Comm\mi ties. 
TAELE F 
Longest Job Heldby 91 J3oys Returned to Legal Residence by the 
S. R. A. of San Prancisco, California 
April, 1936 -·· June, 1937 
Length of Time Number of Eoys 
Less than 1 month -------------~-------
1 month, less th.:'l.n 6 ··--~---·---"----~·--
6 months, less than 12 ----------·----:... 
12 months, less than 18 --·------··-·--·--
18 months, less than 24 ----------·----
2,1 months, less than 30 --------------
30 months, less than 36 --------------
~56 months , less than 42 ----···----------
42 months, less than 48 ----------·----
over· 48 -----·~-----·---~-----------




























Table F follows the same pattern as Table:E in the distribution. 
It tends to confirm the impression that the work experience of most 
of the boys was very ~imited. 
No attempt wasrnade in the interviews to determine what meaning 
each job had. for the boy or what he had taken from it in the way of 
experience. However the boy was asked the type of work in which he 






.. Types of Jobs Held by 137 Boys Returned to Legai Residence by S.R •. A.. 
of San Francisco, During Longest Period of Employment 
Type of Job Number of BoY:s 
Farm worker ------------------------- 20. 
Labor ------------------------------- 21 
Messenger -----------------------~--- 7 
Dish washer ----------------------·;..__ 5 
Truck Dr·i ver ------------------------ 5 




Works Progress Administration -------
Auto Mechanic -----------------------
Waiter --------------------------·-----

















]1lorist Clerk ---·----~----------··----·· 
Presser -----------·-----,....------------
Painter ---..,.----·------·---------------
































Pin boy (bowling nlley)----------
•relegrapu o9erator --------------
. Porter --------------------------







none ------------·--------------- 5 
Schedule Not Completed -----··---- 13 
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In considering Table G one should keep in mind the distribution 
found in Tables E and F. The data show that these boys tried to work 
at something. Forty job classifications are shown covering a wide 
variety of fields, but most of tfl.em requiring only a limited. amount 
of experience and education. 
Lack of educi'l.tion and training no doubt were contributing factors 
in this situation. The age of the boy and the competition that he had 
with other boys w!w ht~d more education and who also hc1.d more influential 
family connections placed him at e, disadvantl'.l.ge. '.l!il.en too, he had to. 
compete with older men who were unemployed at their regular occup8.tions 
and who were willing to take any job with an income. 
Some of the jobs lacked real training value. Some of the boys 
were engaged in occupations that would never pay more than enough to 
feed and house them. The:ve was no ind.ication on the records that any 
had the benefit of vocational guidance and counseling. 
Perhaps the parents insisted upon the boy1 s leaving school to hel~1 
support the family. As the data show, the opportunities for emr>loyment 
were chiefly in jobs with a-limited future. What could be more dis-
couraging --especially if the -boy is ambitious? Initiative vrould be 
throttled under such circumsta1ices. If the boy has a deHni te job 




frustration rntly result. \Tnat would be more nA.tural, then, tr.~an for 
the boy to seek opportunities in other communities where· he believes 
there may be less over-crowdj.ng in his chosen field.? It was not 
possible .to secure trustworthy infortrk"'.ti on as to. why the jobs ended. 
ii'HZRE BOYS CAME FROM 
Transient boys do not come from one area. Those studied came 
from thirty-two states and the District of Columbia. The following 
table shows the distribution by states: 
TABLE H 
States of Legal Residence of 137 Boys Returned by S.R.A. of 















































































'£he distribution, of course, does not consider those boys who' ap-
·plied and wi.w did not return home. Boys from the 11 du.st bowl 11 would 
not return to these Hreas because there v;ere no opport1.mi ties for 
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them there. BoJ'S from industrial areas wisi1ed. to return to their 
homes, perhaps, because of a feeling that there. was more hope of 
findin{,~: employt1ent there. This might account for the large number 
who returned to New Y:ork, Illinois, Pennsylvahia, Michigan and 
Ohio. Outland in his study went into more detail. He learned that 
of 3,352 transient boys, 78.7~b came from urban areas although the 
percentage of urban y,ouths for the country as a whole was 56.2]6,1 
In another study of 10,000 boys·he learned that altl10ugh more boys 
' 
came to Southern California from Texas (because of its proximity), 
Illinois, New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan, Missouri contri·· 
buted. heavily to the total number, which is also true of this study,2 
·This chapter hf,ts consisted mostly of factual matex;ial taken from 
case records. r.rhe next chapter concerns itself with material obtained 
from the agencies in the boys 1 lo.cal c~ommuni ties regarding some of the 
cn.uses of the boys' transiency and their adjustment after they returned 
home. 
1 George E. Outland, "Determinants Involved in Boy Transiencyl1 , 
Journal of ?:cl'l!:~ational Socioloa, II. 360-72 
b'ebrlk"try, 1938) 
2 Georre E. Outland, 11 Sources of Transient Boys 11 , §ocioloc:.r and 
~]. Research!.. XIX, 429-34 (May-June, 1935) 
J 
':';. 
A S'l'UDY m"' _HI:NETY-OHE :BOYS SENT . TO THEIR Hm1ES :BY THE 
SAN FRANCISCO S .H. A. DURING ~'H.?~ PERIOD 
APRIL, 1936 to JUNE, 1937 
!twas the policy of the S.R.A. to·refuse a.ss5.stance to·boys 
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who were not willing to return to their local communi ties. If the 
applicant stated that he wished to return; he was given orders for 
meals and lodging until the agency had received authorization from 
the boy1 ~ home community to return him. Many boys left ·the. community 
before this authorization for returri wa.s receivecl~ by the ae;ency.· 
Some boys received only their first week1 s order for food. and. lod.g-~ 
ine Rnd then left. 'A few of. the 1foys remainecl u.ntil authorization 
· 11.8.d been received and then left because they were umrilling to go to 
their homes. 
When a boy decided to go, he Wf1.S placed on the train by one of 
the agency's workers. The tickets for transportation were given to 
the conductor. If the boy chose to leave the train enroute he could do 
so. He was given an order on one of the local groceries where he.could 
purcl'l.c."!..SB food to carry on the train. No cash was given. 
One hundred anrl thirty-:-seven boys were returned to their local 
col!lmu.ni ties during the period of study. We can consid.er only ninety-
one of these since the inforina.tion regardine their ao.justment at home 
is limited. to the replies that were rec:ei vee .•. 
I!'IYE FAILED TO REACH HOME 
Of the five boys who failed to reach home, 
1. One boyi s pa.rents reported that they had recei vecl letters 
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from him on several occasions ancl th.<:t t these COJ.:YmmiC<'l tions 
were frc1n C:-.lii'ornia, al taou,:;!1 his legal residence was 
Hevr York. The last ·they received was postmarked San 
:ll'rancisco and he wrote, 
11 I am feeling fine and hope to hear the same 
from you. Just don 1 t worry about me. I am 
hanging around with a good crov1d of boys and 
I have a little job. It 1 s not much, but I 
get along.--- In a month or two I will send. 
you another card. 11 
2. Another boy whose legal residence vras in Garfield, l{ .J., 
was sent to New J'ersey in March, 1937, but the report· re-
ceived in April, 1938, indicated th.?~t he did not return 
until Christma:s.: of 1937. He stayed home only two weeks 
on the.t occasion and since that time the family had lmown 
nothing of his whereA-bouts'. He was described by the worker 
as being an 11 irresponsible person11 ana. a 11 vagrant 11 • 
3. Another boy was placed on the train bound for Topeka, 
Ka.nsas •. ·He did not return there. This boy ll...<td a long 
history of transiency although he was only 19 years 
old at the tine. The agency in his local comtnlnity 
had. au'lihortzed his return from twelve different cities 
all over the country. Hls i1iother was in one of the 
state hospitFI.ls in Kansas and the 'boy was an epileptic.' 
4. Charles P .. was sent to New Rochelle, N.Y., but his parents 
informed the wor~<::er that he was J.i ving in OeJdand, California, 
and. working in a printing shop.. · ··· 
5. 11he fifth, a twenty-one year old boy, whose home was in ,, 
New Jer·sey did not return. His rnother was unable to give 
the worker his address. 
The fact that these boys did not return to their homes might in-
dicate that the ca,se work service extended was inadequate. During 
some periods of the ;year when intake loads were htgh, an interv:i.ewer 
would be a.llowed to spend only fifteen minutes v;ith one boy. Much of 
this time was used to secure face sheet inform."J,tion and identifying 
data, that would assist in establishing residence in the boy1 s local 




in three or four days • There were never more thP..n two case workers 
for transient boys, and often the worl::er h.:1.d a loa.d of transient 
family cases as well. During some :months of the ye:=t.r the workers 
would often have ten to fifteen new c~ses assigned to them each day, 
It was the policy of S .R.A. to return the boys as soon n.s their 
residence had been verifiedand authorization for return was given by 
the home community. Huch of this was done by tele~r~:::;h, and often the 
authorization for return would be received in a few days. This did 
not give the case worker any opportunity to talk through the reason 
for his returning home with the boy, nor did it allow the worl:er to 
determine the desirability of the plan. 
In a few instances the·worker notified the social agency in the 
home community that the boy was returning home. No thought however 
appeared to be given to the question of whether it was desirable for 
the boy to return home. .There was no ca.se work approach to the prob-
lem. The paramount consideration was of a legal nature, and in ev~ry 
case the residence status of the boy determined ti1e pla,n which was 
made for him. 
RFASONS BOYS LEJ!,T 1.J.1H1l]IR HOHE COMMUNITIES .AFT.F . .a~ HE11URN BY S.F.S.R.A~ 
Of the eighty-six that reached their home conmmnities, forty-
four were still there after one year.· Forty of these forty ... four 
boys had left the community for a period of over one month. Seven 
of these had been awe..y from home during this time at least tvfice, and 
the rest hacl left only once. ]'orty-two were still awny from their 






~~he reasons these boys left home a.fter their return by S.R • .A. 
are varied. l!tost of them left to obtain work in another Community. 
In some instances the boys went only as far as another community in 
the state or to the next state. One boy living in l.!ason City, went to 
Nebraska, for the haying season. Another boy went from Missouri:\ to; 
Kansas, where, at the time of inquiry, :r he was working, on a farm. .Another 
boy ·haC!. a job in a neighboring town where he worked close to his father. 
Several boys came back to California to look for vrork. In two instances 
their homes were located close to California. but one boy returned to 
that state from Virginia and another returned to Ca.lifornia from New 
York. Ten boys left homes for_ periods of over one month to obtain work 
in another community. 
THJi3 ARh1lilD :B'ORCES Ol!' ~rmn UNITED STATES PROVIDED EMPLOYMENT IN SIX CASES 
Four boys left their conununities to ,join the United States Army. 
rrwo boys entered the Navy, and still another boy was living in his com-
munity with his brother awaiting a call from the Navy. 
C. C. 0. ACCOUNTS FOR SEVEN 
Of the ninety-one boys ten. had joined the Civilian Conservation 
Corps in the year1 s period, and seven were still in the CC'J.rnps. · One boy 
had stayed. six months, and wa.s living at home at the time of the study. 
Two boys had joined but had. deserted.. One of these hacl joinec1. abou~ 
nine months after his return. He wA-s in camp three months when he 
deserted. His i:fother told the '\Yorker th~.t she had. received a ce.rd 
from him a short time before the interview, in which he stated 















flxtremely difficult early life. He h,•ld_ hel-reo. to su:pport his parents 
and his seven brothers and sisters even while he was in grade school. 
'rhere had been a history of transiency before he w:1s known to S .R.A. 
The third, HenryH., entered C.C.C. shortly after arriving 
home from San Francisco.· His parents were divorced, and Henry had 
to turn over his allotment' to his father and stepmother and their 
six children who were described as being 11 des:!_)erately poor11 • He de-
serted shortly afterward and married.. He was employed by a lumber 
company for several months. At the time of the inquiry he and his 
wife were living v1ith her relatives. 
Jn ve boys found jobs in oth~r communi ties, one as a baker, another 
at farm labor, and a third doing kitchen work. No information was given 
regarding the ty:oe of work securerl l)y the other two. 
SIX WERE INCARCERATED IN INSTITUTIONS 
Several of the boys had shown evidence of emotional instability 
Vlhich undoubtedly contributed. to _their transiency. One boy, Joseph 
F., was sent to a state hospital in New York. After leaving San 
J!'rancisco he returned to New York City, his hor:~e. · He refused to go 
to the home of his f'ather and stepmother and because of his beb..-~vior 
v;as sent to a. state hospital. He had been in a Catholic institution 
because of an emotional unbalance for about ei§ht years untll 1930 or 
1931. He hexl also been in C .C .C. but was finally sent home· because 
of his abnorl'!19,l behavior. 
Another boy, returned to his home in MassEtehusetts, was sent to 
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the Worcester State Hospital shortly afterward.s upon complaint of his 
·Mother. At the time o:l.' our inquiry he was on parole to the agency 
that responded to our sc4edule: 
Four were incarcerated in their states' reformatories after their 
' return and were away from their communities for that reason. One 
21 year old boy was sent to the Utah State Industriql School about a 
month after his return for :forging a check. His father was described 
as a college m-9.-n who w~.s in a Federal prisOn at the time the boy left 
home. A 19 year old boy wa.s in a Washington reformatory because of theft. 
and another 19 year old boy was in a South Dakota reformatory, where 
he was placed about three months after his return. 
The following are reports received from the local agencies,concern-
ing the arrest ano. imprisonment of some- of these boys: 
Harvey M. returned. to his home in Toledo, Ohio, where his 
hother and stepfather resided. He was there only a few 
months when he went to Dayton, their former horne. After 
being there one month he was arrested for carrying con-
cealed weapons nnd was sentenced to one to throe years 
in,the State reformatory. 
Burton S. had served six months in the period of time be-
tv;een his return and the time of inquiry in a Washington 
Training School. •rhe worker vrho made the inquiry felt 
th:'tt 11 the very nonchalence exhibited in the home, the 
lack of comforts, and the somewhEtt amused attitude of 
Mrs. S. were contributory factors in the history of trans-
iency and delinquency among all four of the sons. 11 
Uel vin Hs h•'l.d been released frorn a Minnesota reforma tOl'Y 
only a v.-eek before the ti;ne of inc:·,lir;r. He r.ca.d run away 
from the I\e.formatory at the time he ·::as known to s.n . .A. 
and was returned to finish his sentence. Melvin was 12 .· 
years old when he was first known to social agencies.· He 
was the second child in a family o:f three children. There 
v:as marital difficulty in the horne. His :f'e.ther found it 




Melvin started to steal Wilen he was 12. After breaking 
his probation he was ·sent to a trA.ining; s.chool and later 
to the reformatory. The other tv;o chilclren were also 
known to social agencies because of behavior difficulties .• 
Little information was secured on fifteen of the boys beyond the 
fA-ct that they had left their comllluni ties again, and in some in-
stances had gone with their parents, although it was not stated 
whether or not they were still in their parent1 s home at the time of 
the study. The other two boys had old reformatory records, but noth-
ing was known of their present whereabouts. 
BOYS LIVI!-TG IN 'J.lHE HOME COMl.!tnHTY 
Those boys who were still in their home communities manr-tged to ob-
tain some sort of job or were receiving ~ssistance from families or 
relief agencies. 
Onl~v seven boys of the forty-four who were in their home com-
raunities a,t the time these inquiries were made had full time private 
employment. One boy was employed with his i;'a ther as a painter and 
decorator. 'J!wo boys had returned to their homes and had not left 
their communities during the entire period. One was employed full 
· time in a gasoline station, and another was employed CJ.s a handy man 
in a used car agency. 
George C. left his home, according to. the Bgency in his local com-
·mrmi ty, because of the severe drou_~bt and because of his fi'ather 1 s drink-
ing. The ±:'ather d.ied and George was now carrying on the farming 
operations. Another boy who r.eturned to Oklahoma was employed in a. 
drug store. One boy who lmd the status of a married mRn at the time 
. . . 
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of applyine to the agency had returned to his hor:1e and was living 
with his wife and his parents. He had been employed as a baker1 s 
apprentice four months prior to leaving home. .At the time of the 
. inquiry he was working full time in a bakery. .Another boy was employed 
in a cafet7ria full time in his local co~nunity. 
Thirteen boys were engaged in occupations which gave them only 
part time employment. One d.id odd jobs but was waiting a call to the 
Navy.· Another boy living in Connecticut h.ad. been unable to obtain 
steady employment but had managed to earn a little by chopping wood 
and digging ditches. One had managed to finda part time laboring job 
at a car company. One boy in Peoria worked part time as a bartender, 
and a boy in New York City returned to his former employer where he 
earned :~7 .00 a week as a tailor's apprentice on a part time basis •. 
PlJBLI 0 :ElMPJ~OY1viENT 
A number of the boys who were returned to their local communities 
were engaged in public employment. Some of.these were not in the com-
muni ty any longer because of the nature of their work •. 
TABLE A 
Nineteen Boys Engaged in Public J!~mployment li'ollowine; 
'l:'heir Return to Thetr Home Communities by the S.R.A. of San 1!'rancisco 
.Auril, 1936 to June, 1937 
Number of Bo;[s 
Works Progress Administration --------------·----- 3 
Civilian Conservation Corps --------------------- 10 
United States Army ---------------~-------------- 3 
United States Navy ---------------·---·----------··- 2 
National Youth Administration ---------··--------- 1 
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Three '\)oys were employed by W. P •. A.. One 20 year old boy had 
married in the year's period that he was in the home community and 
was supporting his wife on his W .P .A. v;ages. Another boy in Wisconsin 
was contributing his entire earnings from W.P.A. employment to his 
.family's upkeep. This was the first time the boy had left home, and in 
the interview with this ·writer he sta.ted that he had 11 no further desire 
to travel as a transient". Another boy fromOhio was supporting his 
mother and brother through W.P.A. ernplo;yment. One boy was on N.Y.A. 
and living home. 
O'rHER io.'iEANS OF SUPPORT 
Of all the boys still living in the community at the time of the 
inquiries only six were receiving assistance from a public or private 
agency a.s a part of' the family unit. Onl;v: one was receiving assist-
ance as a single person. This does not necessarlly mea,n that t.he 
other boys and their families were not.in need. In some communities 
the funds available for relief purposes were limited •. At .the time 
the study was made, F.E.R • .A. was no lonP,;er in operation, and communities 
llad to Cl.e_9end upon their own resources or ·t;hose of a state agency to 
support theuner1ployed. This study did not ta.ke into consideration 
what other means of assistance were m.q,de available to the families of 
the boys under consideratlon, such as uiothers1· pensions, aid to de-
:pendent children, old age pensions, unem1_)loyment conpensation, pension 
for .Army or Navy service, W.P.A., etc. In some of these cate.gCDries 
such as JJiothers 1 pensions, a.j_d. to de:pendent children, and. old a.ge pension, 
the boy over 16 years of age would e;enerally not be included as a par-
ticipant in the e;rant. · It is not known wha.t effect atlequate relief 
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to farailies v:ould. h.,'we hn.d upon the boys 1 transiency, but it can be 
surmised~that barring psychological factors, in many instances 
transiency could have been averted. 
The one boy who was being assisted as a single person received 
his assistance from a private agency. This boy he~d been in a state 
·hospital because of an emotional difficulty and was stili on parole 
to the institution. 
Thirteen boys were living at horr;e with parents or relatives who 
were supporting them entirely. One boy married after his return home, 
He worked until a month before the inquiry was.made at which time he 
v:as laid off, He and his wife were living with his p,<:}.rents. 1rwo of 
these boys were being supported: by their parents while attending high 
school. Some five other boys were unable to meet all of their ex-
penses through part time employment and therefore had to be assisted 
by their parents. 
Of the thirteen boys employed part tim'3, eight boys had snfficient 
employment to be self-su.p:;?orting, ~ehis accounts for all forty-·four 
boys still in their communities. 
TAEL11l B 
Whereabouts of Ninety-one Boys at Conclusion of Stud;y 
Boys _no longer in Commul:!.i~Y ~o whi_ch Returned: 
Deceased 










34 36% . , 
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•rABLE B - continued 
Boys still in Commnity to which Returned: 
On relief 7 
Full time employment 7 
W.P.A. 3 
N.Y.A. 1 
PA.rt time employment 13 
Supported by relatives or friends 13 
Total ------ 44 
'Bo;y:_s in Service and. C .' C • C. : ---
o.c.c. 7 a% 
Army 4 . 4% 
Navy. 2 zo~ ----L. 
Total ------ ..l1_ 14~~ 
Grand Total ----.. -- 91 100% 
School .Attendance 
Only two boys of the eighty-six who arrived home were attending 
school. In one instance the boy came from a family of rather high 
standards in Houston, Texas. The £ather had been a musician with 
the Houston Symphony Orchestra but at the time of the contact was liv-
ing in another community. Both he and his wife had attended collece. 
•.rhe iuQ; ther held a government position. The child was ·the youngest 
of four children and was considered by his brothers and sisters to 
be 11 s-poiled, temperamental and inconsiderate of others 11 • The inter~ 
viewers .learned that the boy's education l1-:1.d become an obsession with 
the mother, v:ho placed a great deal of emphasis upon the boy1 s ~alent 
in art, though actually the boy ap!Jarently had very little talent. 
He had left home once before his trip to San Francisco, but this had 
been for only a short period. The ot.her boy was a.ttencling his las.t year 
in hi{~h school at the time of the contact e.nd. was an:~ious for more education. 
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In some localities the accessibility or availability of ad.equ.ate 
resources for treatment was a problem. Those boys who lived in a 
~ 
predomina.ntly rural area did not h.~ve the same op:portuni ties as did 
those boys who lived in urban areas. The S .R.A. office of Sa.n 
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Francisco cU. d. not, a.t tll;8.t time, request the agency at the boy's place 
of legal settlement to mn.:ke an effort to treat the boy's problem. In 
some instances the local community d.id not know tl.Lat the boy had been 
sent home until these questionnaires were sent to them· by the wrHer. 
This could be true of 'those agencies that did not keep a social 
history or which had had changes in personnel. 
Some agencies attempted to assist the boy and his family in meet-
ing the economic problem ·by providing relief to the family and in-
cluding the boy in the bud€;et. Others met the economic problem by 
placing the boy in the 0.0.0. Ten agencies cooy,>erated in this manner~ 
Those three boys who were placed in state hosritals for treatment of 
emotional disturbances were receiving a service which .might remove 
the causes of transiency. 
It would be of doubtful va.lue to classify those boys who were 
sent to an industrial or state training school as having received 
treatment for problems relating to transiency. It might be said that 
punishment rather than treatment is the procedure in most reformator-
ies, and for this reason these agencies £<,hould not be included. 
Throe family agencies were concerned v;i th boys who hD.d returned 
to their local comrrnmitios. 'rhe extent of the services which they . 
made available to the boys for treatment of personality nnd environ-
rnent problems is not F;iven. Two :family agencies gave a rather inten-
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si ve service before t:ae boy was known to the S .Il..A. of San ]'rancisco. 
One m£tde _it possible for a boy to obtain a high· S'Chool education away 
frora horne, as the parents were not sympathetic towards this education • 
. A.nother boy had Ilk"l.qy conflicts with his father and .. the boy later left 
home. He also felt a sense of frustration because of blindness in one 
eye. The fa.mily agency, ·before. ·the boys1~ contact with the S.R.A. of 
San Francisco, didmuch to create some secucr-:-i.t;?Jf:O.p,,,..th-is boy, as he had 
left home several times and traveled to distant poi,nts. After his 
return from San Francisco the· agency- saw him a number of times and 
arranged. employment opportunities for him where he might be able to 
ex9erience some sense of achievement. 
Three children's agencies had each worked with a boy before and 
fl,fter the contact with the S .R.~L\.. One boy was knovm to the Hgency about 
three years before he was sent 1)fl,Ck by S~R~.A.,-,·,:An extensive service 
was given, including psychiatric examinations. :E'our foster home 
placements were made, and during this period the boy received exten-
sive supervision from the agency. Another boy was known to a children's 
agency in Kentucky both before and after his contact with the S.R.A. At 
the time of inquiry he was enlisted in the .Army. -One juvenile court 
had interested itself in a boy, but this was because the boy had forged 
a check and subsequently was seiii't to the s'tate industrial school. 
M.:=my of the forty-four l;>oys who returned home were accepted into 
ttwir parents home and remained there. '£he following table gives a 
picture of this arrangernent: 
TABLE C 
N'l.lf.lber of :Boz.! 
Living with b.oth parents •••••••••.••••• If ••••• 
Living with mother ••••••••••••••••.••••••••• 
Living with father ••••.••••••••.•.•••••••••• 
lv'~rried •..................•. ·-· .•.......•..•• 
Living· with .sister ••••••••••••••••••••.••••• 










Six of the boys ~~de other living arrangements. One boy lived 
with a friend because his own home was too crowded. One.was support-· 
ed by a social agency in his own rlomicile. There is no indication 
of what living arrangements the other boys had effected. 
orl'HER AGENCIES IN CONTACT WITH :BOYS DUH.DfG TRI\..riSIEII!CY 
.. 
Five of the ninety-one boys who were returned to their homes by the 
S.R.A. had been seen by other agencies on their tra-vels. That is, 
social agencies caring for transient boys h.c'l..d written to their home 
communi ties to verify their residence and to a,sk for authorization to 
return them. How many of the other boys were seen by social agencies 
is not known. It is quite probable that some of the other boys als·o had. 
contact with other agencies and that these a.:e;en.cies did not make con-
tact with home communities. This \'70uld depend, of course, upon the 
agencies' policy in regard to the returri of homeless boys to their 
places of legal settlement. 
One boy mentioned. previously had made contacts with twelve agencies 
in his travels. That is, twelve agencies hc:tcl. established contacts witll his 
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home community. Perhaps the boy h-=td also A.pplied to other agencies 
that did not cor~nunicate with his home town. This boy was a resident 
of a large community in Kansas. The Kansas agency had authorized his 
return the first time in 1933 from Cincinnati when he was 16 years 
old. Following that, authorizations were given to a1~encies in the follow-
ing places: 
Denver, Colorado, 4-6-34 
Los Angeles, Calif. 10-17·-34 
Omaha., Nebraska 7-12-·35 
. Oakland, California 1-27-37 
Wisconsin 6-21-37 
Des Moines, Iowa 4-19-34 
Ind.ian<t:polis, Indiana 7-5-35 
Sa.lt Lake City, Utah ll-5-35 
San Francisco, Calif. 1-28-37 
The Los Angeles office of the S.R.A. wrote for authorization on December 
23, 1937 but the Kansas agency refused to gre'mt authorization for the 
boys return because he had been away from the county for over six nonths. 
This boy was still a minor at the time and (!Ould not establish residence 
in another state until after he was 21 years of age. 
·Another boy had been returned twice from California by social 
agencies. According to the agency in his home community he was 11 not 
really a transient11 • Because of family connections, he has been to 
California twice and had to. be returned.~ What these 11 family con-
nections 11 were is not known. }Jvid.ently he car!le out to vis:tt relatives 
and was unable to obtain the return fare. 
Frrm}-:.lill W., whose horne vras in a Long Island. community; had to be 
return from Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, by the Travelers Aid Society of 
that c:l.ty. :t~his bo~r had ·left home at this time 11ecause of poor home con-
ditions and because of the. overbearing attitude of hiR father. He felt in-. 
:ferior becaus·e of blindness in one eye. Every occupation that appealed 
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·to him was closed to him bec~use of this blindness. He roamed tha 
country, he told the interviewer, because he was not happy at home. 
He stayed in the community orily a few months after his return from 
San Francisco. 
Another boy, whose parents.were dead and who was living with a 
IMternal aunt in North Carolina, had been seen by an agency in Baltfmore 
for years previous to the time that he was sent home from San Francisco. · 
He was still in his home community at the time of this study, living 
with relatives who were supporting him. 
One boy whose home was in a community in Connecticut-had been 
returned :from San Diego by a social agency there about a year before 
he was returned from-the San Ji'rancisco S.R.A. A short time before, his 
parents had provided return fare from, a community in Florida. The 
boy1 s parents, although foreign bom, had lived. in this community 
since 1915. The father was regularly employed, and the family owned 
their own home, which had a Slllc'"l..ll mortgage. There were ten child.ren 
in the family and they lived on a roargint:tl income. The boy, since his 
return from San :B'rA.ncisco, h.:'"l..d been able to obtain onl;y od.d. jobs. He 
was still in the community at the time of the inquiry. 
CH.APrrER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
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From Table ] in the preced.ing chapter shovrin~ the whereabouts 
of the ninety .• one boys, we can draw a few interesting conclusions. 
Of the ninety~one boys accounted for, tv.·enty-eie;ht or 30.8% were em-
plo~red full time. Only ten of these or less thrm one-third were ac-
tually employed in their home communities, and only twelve or 13.2% 
were employed in private industry. 
From this vre can see tllilt the act of returning ~:he boys to their 
legal residence was of minor importance in most of these cases. A great 
dea,l of money spent in tr13,nsportation of these boys was wasted because 
no~ only were thirt;,::-nine or 42.9% out of their communities for reasons 
of· their own at the time of the study, but the seven boys in C.C.C. 
could .iust as v:ell have been sent to their respective camps from San 
Francisco (no doubt some of them were returned to California by C.O.C.). 
HOlflii SITUNJ.liONS 
Some of the boys were known to have difficult home situ,.<ttions. In 
most of these cases the boys were continually running away only to be 
sent back into the same si tu.-'tt:i.<hn. In a few instA,nces unsu.cces~ful efforts 
had been made to make ·adj:t:tstments. '.rhe boy appeared to be too unstable 
to settle down rega.rd.less of the situation. 
COMMUNITY Jnt:.AR OJ!' EXP::DNSE 
Each community throughout the countr~r is so afraid of beine 
forced to assume sOL'le burden of ex~ense for any transient or group 
of transients that separately they have built up a strange system o.f 
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laws wh:i.ch completely blinds them to the fact that while one community 
is rejecting responsibility for a pa.rticular individual it is in turn 
being :tlorced to accept and·pay out for the return of another individual 
who has been rejected under similar circumstances. The money so ex-
pended could often be used to pay the expense necessary to make a 
really feasible plan for the person concerned. For instance, the boys who 
joined the Army and Navy could certainly have done so in California, ann 
what of tickets bought and never used? Certainly a little thought might 
have done some good in the cases of the boys who were returned more than 
once to the same community~ 
!.UGRATION OJ!' YOUTH 
There is plenty of evidenc:e thn. t a few of the boys were . of the 
sort who become vagrants or "hoboes11 • 'J.Ihey are restless and. irrespon-
sibl.e 'by .habit, -but the fact that such a large percentage finally found 
V a definite place for itself shows that much of this wandering youth 
_was merely trying to do just that. A generation ·9r so ago, this move-
ment would have been thought of in the light of Horace Greely's ad-
monition 11 G·o West.! young Ilk'ln.11 :b1 or it was there that opportunity 
existed in the form of an ever-opening frontier; 
As the nation grows in maturity, it expects :i.1;s individuals to re-
main more within their home boundaries. However, this nation was ere-
ated and has expandQd by this very movement of young men. If we don't. 
want our youth to 11 go out into the world to· seek their fortunesll, then 
we should try to find ways and means within each community to find 
employment for them. 
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This study is in a small way a reminder that a norrne,l movement 
can be aggravated by economic conditions into tragic proportions. The 
very conditions that caused the increase in the numbers of boy 
wanderers were at the same time causing a decrease in the work which 
they were seeking. It is to be hoped that the next economic 
depression finds the country profiting by lessons such as this and that 
great numbers of boys will not leave home to wander like sheep in 
search of green pasture. 
FUTURE POLICY 
In the future we are going to have to make better uses of community 
resources to hold these boys from wandering. Our school programs 
should be so stimulated aA to hold these boys through graduation from 
at least hie;l1, school.· Perhaps our free federal employment offices mie;ht 
be used as a stal·ting point next time so that those merely seeking 
employment '1Yon 1 t be forced into .a 11 hobo11 existence. In the future the 
.money spent on transporting these boys back to their home comwunities 
should· be used to work out a :p1·ogram for the boys in their own commu.ni ties 
befo~ they ever leave home. 
The only reasonable assistance offered these boys on their \'L-'lnder-
ings was by and during the time of the F .E.R.A •. a fact which shows 
·the need for disregarding boundaries and local jealousies. It is rrob-
able that only a :&'ecleral program will e':Ver take down the barriers built· 
up by fear. 
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This Schedule to Ee Completed from State Relief Administration 
Case Record 
Schedule # Case 1f 
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----------------- ----------------
Name ------~----------------------~Birth Date __ ~-----------
Return authorized to 
(city}"" state~ 
Agency sending authorization _________________________________ _ 
Location 
{state) 
Date authorization asked 
-----------~~--------------
Date authorization received 
Identifying information sent to authorizing agency to assist in 
verifying residence ----------------------------·--------· 
----·----~--------·---------·-------
Schooling -------------------------------------------------' 
Hes,lth problem a.t the time of application or during period of time. 




Longest job ever held 
-----rt;Pe) 
Length of time employed at this job _ 
(months) · 
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SCilliDULE SENT TO AGENCY IN BOYS COMMUNITY 







1. Did the boy return to his place of legal residence? Yes No 
2. Is he still in the community to which he was returned? Yes No 
3. lias he left the community since his return from San ~rancisco ror-
a period extending over a month? Yes No How Often? ______ __ 
For what reasons? -- --
4. li'rom whe.t other places has his return been authorized_ Cii ve dates 
and places) 
5. If the boy is still in his community, what is he doing to earn or 
obtain his living? 
a. Working 
Private employment 
Full tima ( ) 







. ( ) 
Nature of the work that he is performing ---
b. Receiving assistance f1·om a pubiic or private agency. 
As part of a family unit ( . ) 
As a single pers~n ( ) 
c. Living at home with parents who are supporting him ( ) 
6. Is he attending school ? :~'ull tirae ( ) Part time ( ) 
7. What social agencies in the community such as the juvenile court, 
children's agency or society, Big llrothers, etc., have made any 
attempts to learn and treat the causes of the boy1 s transiency 
since his return by the California State Relief Administration. 
8. Is the boy living at home now? Yes No \ii th both parents? 
Yes No • With one parent? Father- Mother __ • Are parents 
sep'arated or divorced? Yes_No_ -
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Stnt!.AP..Y OJ!., CALI~'ORNIA, EillSIDEHCE LAWS FOH. MINORS_ 
The residence of the father during his iife, ?.nd after his 
death, the residence of the nother, while she reilk"tins 1IDI!k"trried is 
the residence of an unm.<~.rried r!linor child. The residence of an 
unmarried minor who has a parent living cannot be changed by either 
the minor or his e;ua:dian. A pa.rent not entitled to the custody of 
a child has no right to control H:s residence'.. If a minor female 
- -·'·-
child marries she takes the residence of her husband .• 
